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Message from Our Management
We are pleased to share our sustainability

The Group’s total installed capacity, which was

report, in which we evaluate our sustainability

877 MW as of the end of 2013, reached 973

performance with its economic, environmental

MW

by the end of 2015.

and social aspects in an open, transparent and
objective way and describe our sustainability

There was a decrease in the production of our

strategy including its development stages.

natural gas power plants due to the closing of
inefficient plants and rising costs. Still, production

Published for the fourth time, our sustainability

increased at our hydropower plants thanks to

report is intended both to increase our

increasing precipitation in 2015 after a dry

competitive power in the energy sector and

2014, relocation works were done at Rotor I

to set an example for the efforts towards

WPP in 2014 and the first phase of Alaşehir I

raising awareness and producing and sharing

Geothermal Power Plant was commissioned in

knowledge in order to fight together against

September 2015, resulting in a increase in our

climate change.

power generation capacity.

Zorlu Energy Group maximizes the utilization

At Zorlu Energy Group, we are aware that the

of local and renewable energy; bases its

effects of global climate change on humans and

sustainability policy on security of energy supply,

the environment are climbing every day and

competition and environmental protection; and

we make the utmost effort to invest in projects

continues to take unfaltering steps on its path of

which can reduce our emissions and alleviate the

consistent growth.

undesirable effects caused by climate change.

2015 was a challenging year with falling spot

In 2014-2015, the top energy-related agenda

electricity prices, both due to increased foreign

item of international governments and the private

exchange rates, increase in supply and decrease

sector was the COP 21 (21st Conference of

in demand, and due to the narrowing operating

Parties) organized in Paris in December 2015.

profit margins.

Adoption of the Paris Agreement, which will
play a major role in the planet’s future, was a

2

Zorlu Energy Group demonstrated a successful

significant development not only for the 195

operational performance in volatile market

signatories but also for future generations due

conditions and continued with its investments

its multiplier effect. A global climate regime was

thanks to its strong foresight and correct

developed with this agreement, by which it was

strategies. By considering all factors including

agreed to limit global warming to 1.5-2 ºC. The

technological development, which is the

Paris Agreement seeks to reduce greenhouse gas

driving force behind investment decisions and

emissions and is based on Intended Nationally

operational processes, as well as development

Determined Contributions (IDCs) which allow

of human resources and the social and

states to act according to a plan developed in

environmental impact caused, the Group

line with their own capacity, with shared but

introduced policies which create added value.

differentiated responsibilities. In its declaration,
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Turkey stated a greenhouse gas emission

Within this framework, 2014-2015 was

reduction target of up to 21% below business as

a period when the Group evaluated its

usual, the reference scenario, by 2030.

environmental and social impact, starting
from the project development stage, improved

We believe that all these new dynamics will

dialogue with stakeholders and developed our

accelerate the shift towards investments with

sustainability strategy by identifying areas of

a high environmental performance and the

priority and making a detailed analysis of them.

technological developments supporting this
shift, promoting renewable energy even more.

We carried out a series of workshops with our

At Zorlu Energy Group, we combine Turkey’s

key stakeholders as part of the Prioritization

rich, diverse and undiscovered renewable

Analysis and identified those matters which

energy resources with high technology. Power

were of priority for them. We established a

generation from renewable energy resources

Sustainability Committee in October 2015

represents 61% of our national installed power.

and determined the Group’s strategically

In parallel with global developments and rapidly

significant topics based on the opinions of

falling costs, we believe that Turkey should also

senior management. By consolidating the areas

be a part of the shift to renewable energy and

of priority for our stakeholders and the Group,

not miss the opportunities to switch to a low-

we created a Sustainability Materiality Matrix.

carbon, self-sufficient economy.

The results of prioritization workshops provided
important input for the report and guidance to

GAZDAŞ, as a part of our Group, provides

identify the main goals of our roadmap.

a reliable, customer-oriented and continuous
service by distributing natural gas to Gaziantep

We hope that this report, prepared in the light of

and Thrace regions. By the end of year 2015,

our Sustainability Strategy and areas of priority,

GAZDAŞ has reached 65% of customer potential

will set an example for and contribute to the

in both regions. In the forthcoming period, we aim

development of a sustainability approach in our

to increase the potential to the level of 95%, by

industry, in consideration of the environmental,

accelerating our investments in those regions. We

economic and social aspects, which are the

also continue to contribute the national economy

three pillars of this approach.

by providing the consumers to reach whole
domestic natural gas produced in Thrace area.

Respectfully,

Selen Zorlu Melik

İbrahim Sinan Ak

Fuat Celepci

Zorlu Energy

Zorlu Energy

GAZDAŞ

Board Member

General Manager

General Manager
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About the Report

Our fourth sustainability report, which reflects

Group’s installed power within the borders of

The report has been

the economic, environmental and social

Turkey as of the end of 2015. Our natural gas

prepared using

performance of Zorlu Energy Group in 2014-

distribution companies which are operational

the GRI(Global

2015, is presented for the information of

in Eastern Thrace and Gaziantep are only

Reporting Initiative)

our stakeholders. With this report, we aim

partially covered in the report.

G4 Guidelines - Core

to give our key stakeholders the opportunity

option as well as the

to evaluate the steps that we have taken to

The report has been prepared using the GRI

GRI Electric Utilities

measure, monitor and improve the impacts of

G4 Guidelines - Core option as well as the

Sector Supplement.

our activities as part of our efforts towards the

GRI Electric Utilities Sector Supplement.

management of such impacts. This report is

www.globalreporting.org

also intended to be one of the most important
communication tools which will allow us to

The Environmental and Social Sustainability

share with all stakeholders our sustainability

Performance Standards of the International

performance and what we do to improve such

Finance Corporation (IFC) required by the

performance, and help us get feedback from

Equator Principles, a voluntary code developed

stakeholders.

to identify, evaluate and manage social and
environmental risks in project financing, were

Scope and Limitations of the Report

also taken into consideration in the preparation

The information given in this report covers

of the report.

the activities of Zorlu Energy Group within
the borders of Turkey between January 1,

We are planning to publish our next report,

2014 and December 31, 2015. While the

which will describe our sustainability

Group’s overseas investments are covered

performance in 2016-2017, in the first half of

under the corporate profile section, social and

2018.

environmental data for the Group’s overseas
operations are not covered in this report.

The sustainability consultant of Zorlu Energy

All fields of business and facilities of the

Group, Mikado Sustainable Development

Group were considered in the identification

Consulting, provided support for the

of strategic topics. The financial and

preparation of this report.

environmental data included in the report
mainly pertains to Zorlu Enerji ve Elektrik Üretim
A.Ş., which is the Group’s only publiclytraded company and represents 100% of the
G4 - 18
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Corporate Profile

Total Installed Power

973

MW

7 Hydropower

113

MW

12%

3 Geothermal

140

MW

14%

2 Wınd

191

MW

20%

6 Natural Gas

529

MW

54%

(Turkey, Pakistan ve Israel)

Zorlu Energy Group

IS RAEL

2013

P AK IS T AN

2014
Sm3

2015
Sm3

1.8 billion Sm3

Natural Gas Trade

1.5 billion

Number of Independent Sections Provided

356,762

871,090

890,593

875

896

867

1.88 billion

with Natural Gas
Number of Employees

Rate
of Women Employees
16%
16%
16%
			
Training Provided for Employees

17,500

20,292

16,913

Average
duration of training per person/year (hours) 20
22
30
			
Total Social Investments and Expenditures (TRY)

HYDROPOWER
PLANT

6

NATURAL GAS
POWER PLANT
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GEOTHERMAL
POWER PLANT

1,146,000

WIND
POWER PLANT

NATURAL GAS
DISTRIBUTION

1,350,500

1,755,660

Total Installed Power

627

MW

Share of LOCAL and RENEWABLE
Resources in the Installed Power in Turkey

(Turkey)
Hydropower

113

MW

Geothermal

140

MW

Wınd

135

MW

Natural Gas

239

MW

61%

Share of Local and Renewable Resources in Total Installed Power

46%

LÜLEBURGAZ
THRACE REGION
RİZE
YALOVA

KARS
TOKAT

BURSA

ERZURUM

ESKİŞEHİR

ERZİNCAN
TUNCELİ

ALAŞEHİR

DENİZLİ
OSMANİYE

GAZİANTEP

Zorlu Energy Group is engaged in the

Zorlu Energy, which provides electricity to a

generation and sales of power and steam;

wide range of sectors including retail, food,

“turn-key” construction of power plants including

healthcare, energy, retail and tourism, include

the project development stage; long-term

households, building complexes, hospitals,

operation, maintenance and repair of power

shopping centers, supermarkets, hotels, schools

plants; and natural gas distribution and trade.

and industrial organizations.

In addition to its operations in Turkey, the

Zorlu Energy is the only publicly traded

Group has a 56.4 MW wind power plant in

company of Zorlu Energy Group and the first

Pakistan and 3 natural gas power plants with

energy company in Turkey to go public, and

an installed power of 290

32% of its shares are traded on the Istanbul

MW

in Israel and

continues to enhance its expertise in power

Stock Exchange (Borsa Istanbul) with the ticker

generation with new projects. Customers of

symbol ZOREN.
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Group Companies and
Lines of Business
Electricity Generation - Active Power Plants
Company Name
Zorlu Enerji

Zoren Share Location
100%

Lüleburgaz

Active Power Plants

Capacity

Natural Gas Cogeneration Power Plant

133.3 MW Electricity+

Elektrik Üretim A.Ş.

239 tonnes/h.Steam

(ZOREN)

Bursa - OSB

Natural Gas Combined-Cycle Power Plant 90

Yalova - Altınova

Natural Gas Cogeneration Power Plant

Tokat - Ataköy

Power Plant with Hydraulic Reservoir

Eskişehir - Beyköy

Hydraulic Canal Type Power Plant

16.8

MW

Electricity

Kars - Çıldır

Power Plant with Hydraulic Reservoir

15.4

MW

Electricity

Rize - İkizdere

Hydraulic Canal Type Power Plant

18.6

MW

Electricity

Erzurum - Kuzgun

Power Plant with Hydraulic Reservoir

20.9

MW

Electricity

Tunceli - Mercan

Hydraulic Canal Type Power Plant

20.4

MW

Electricity

Erzincan - Tercan

Power Plant with Hydraulic Reservoir

15

MW

Electricity

Denizli - Kızıldere I

Geothermal Power Plant

15

MW

Electricity

Denizli - Kızıldere II

Geothermal Power Plant

80

MW

Electricity

100%

Manisa - Alaşehir I

Geothermal Power Plant

45

MW

Electricity

100%

Osmaniye - Gökçedağ

Wind Power Plant

135

MW

Electricity

15.9 MW Electricity+
30 tonnes/hour Steam

Zorlu Doğal

100%

Elektrik Üretim A.Ş.

Zorlu Jeotermal Enerji

5.5

MW

Electricity

Elektrik Üretim A.Ş.
Rotor

MW

Electricity

Elektrik Üretim A.Ş.

Electricity Generation - Investments Under Construction
Company Name
Zorlu Rüzgar Enerjisi

Zoren Share Locations
100%

Wind Power Plant
Osmaniye - Bahçe
(Sarıtepe&Demirciler WPP)

100%

Denizli - Kızıldere III

Elektrik Üretim A.Ş.
Zorlu Doğal

Type

Geothermal Power Plant

Capacity
80.3

MW

Electricity

95.2

MW

Electricity

24.9

MW

Electricity

Elektrik Üretim A.Ş.

Electricity Generation - Investments at the Financing Stage
Zorlu Jeotermal Enerji

100%

Manisa - Alaşehir II

Geothermal Power Plant

Elektrik Üretim A.Ş.
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Electricity Generation - Current Licenses and Permits
Company Name

Zoren Share Locations

Zorlu Enerji

Current Licenses

Capacity

100%

Denizli Sami Soydam

Hydroelectric Power Plant

125.9

100%

Denizli - Kızıldere IV

Geothermal Power Plant

24.9

100%

Yozgat - Şefaatli

Geothermal Power Plant

-

75%

Tatvan - Bitlis

Geothermal Power Plant

-

MW

Electricity

Elektrik Üretim A.Ş.
Zorlu Doğal

MW

Electricity

Elektrik Üretim A.Ş.
Zorlu Enerji
Elektrik Üretim A.Ş.
Nemrut Jeotermal
Elektrik Üretimi A.Ş.
Electricity Generation and Other Companies
Turkbine Gaz

Registered office: İstanbul None

80%

None

Tribünleri Bakım
Onarım A.Ş.
Company Name

Markets

Field of Activity

Zorlu Endüstriyel ve Enerji

Turkey,

Project development and execution for the energy sector with turnkey

Tesisleri İnşaat Ticaret A.Ş.

Russia,

construction, assembling, feasibility, and engineering operations (EPC:

Pakistan

Engineering, Procurement, Construction)

Zorlu O&M Enerji Tesisleri

Turkey and Operation and maintenance services for power plants

İşletme ve Bakım Hizmetleri A.Ş.

Greece

Zorlu Elektrik Enerjisi İthalat,

Turkey

İhracat ve Toptan Ticaret A.Ş.

Purchase of electricity from domestic suppliers or free zones and whole or
direct sales to domestic customers or exportation (to foreign countries)

Zorlu Doğal Gaz İthalat, İhracat

Turkey

ve Toptan Ticaret A.Ş.

Purchase of compressed natural gas (CNG) and liquified natural gas (LNG) from
domestic and foreign suppliers, sales in the domestic market and exportation

Zorlu Enerji ve İnşaat Sanayi

Turkey

Construction, repair, maintenance and consulting services

Turkey

Wholesale purchase and sale, importation, and exportation of spot liquefied

ve Ticaret A.Ş.
Zorlu Doğal Gaz Tedarik
Ticaret A.Ş.

natural gas (LNG) from and to domestic and foreign markets

Natural Gas Distribution
Company Name
Gazdaş Trakya Bölgesi

Zoren Share

Distribution Zone Cities

-

Thracia

Tekirdağ, Kırklareli, Edirne

-

Southeastern

Gaziantep, Nizip

Doğal Gaz Dağıtım A.Ş.
Gazdaş Gaziantep
Doğal Gaz Dağıtım A.Ş.

G4 - 17

NIU (Number of Independent Units)

890.593

Anatolia
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Significant Changes During
the Reporting Period
2014

2015

Wholly owned by Zorlu Energy, Zorlu Doğal

Zorlu Jeotermal Enerji Elektrik Üretim A.Ş. built

filed an application with the Energy Market

and commissioned Alaşehir I Geothermal Power

Regulatory Authority (EMRA) to obtain a

Plant, which has an installed power of 45

preliminary license for a new geothermal power

megawatts, at the geothermal site of Manisa-

plant with an installed power of 24.9

Alaşehir, for which the company holds a

MW

(Kızıldere IV) in Sarayköy, Denizli, as a result of

production license valid until 2040. Equipped

the surveys conducted in this region.

with advanced technology, the power plant is
located on an area of 44,000 m2 including a

A preliminary license was obtained from EMRA

large geothermal well of 9 km2 and pipelines.

for the 24.9 MW Alaşehir II Geothermal Power
Plant planned to be installed in Alaşehir, Manisa
by Zorlu Jeotermal Enerji Elektrik Üretim A.Ş.
Finance was obtained through a credit loan
agreement of 81.3 million Euros for the Rotor II
Wind Power Plant which is planned to be built in

Alaşehir I Geothermal Power Plant

the Sarıtepe and Demirciler region of the Bahçe
district of Osmaniye with a total installed power of

A preliminary license was obtained from

80.3 MW by Zorlu Rüzgar Enerjisi Elektrik Üretimi

EMRA in September 2014 for the Alaşehir II

A.Ş., which is wholly owned by Zorlu Energy.

Geothermal Power Plant project; exploration
and shaft drilling works were started in 2015.

Dorad Natural Gas Combined-Cycle Power Plant,
which was built by Zorlu Enerji Elektrik Üretim

Zorlu Doğal signed a loan agreement for

A.Ş. in Ashkelon, Israel with an investment of 1.2

Kızıldere III Geothermal Power Plant, planned to

billion USD and a shareholding rate of 25% and

be built in Denizli with an installed capacity of

which has a capacity of 840

MW,

obtained

a production and supply license and started

95.2

MW,

and started the investment works for

the power plant.

commercial operations in May. The company

10

meets approximately 6% of Israel’s energy

Zorlu Doğal obtained a preliminary license

demand by itself. Being Israel’s largest power

from the Energy Market Regulation Authority

plant project realized by the private sector, Dorad

(“EMRA”) in June 2015 for Kızıldere IV

is also supported by the Israeli Ministry of Energy

Geothermal Power Plant, planned to be built

and Water Infrastructure due to its environmental

with an installed capacity of 24.9

sensitivity and emphasis on low energy costs.

Karataş region of Buharkent, a district of Aydın.

We had to cease operations at our Ankara

After the Gökçedağ Wind Power Plant (“Rotor

Natural Gas Plant in March 2014 due to

I WPP”) project, Zorlu Rüzgar was awarded a

reduced efficiency and rising costs.

Gold Standard Certificate for the Sarıtepe and

ZORLU ENERGY GROUP SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2014 - 2015

MW

in the

Demirciler Wind Power Plants (“Rotor II WPP”)

order to increase the installed capacity from

planned to be commissioned in the second half

18.6

of 2016 with an installed capacity of 80.3 MW.

transmission tunnel, head pond, power house

MW

to 26.05

MW

by renewing the

and electromechanical equipment.
Following the 9% increase in natural gas prices
in October 2014, a reduction in the capacity

It is also planned to construct a 4th unit in

utilization rates of natural gas power plants was

addition to the existing 3 to utilize the extra

considered due to the increased production

water in order to increase power generation at

costs of natural gas power plants. Therefore,

the Tercan Dam and HPP.

production was ended as of 1 October 2015
at the Kayseri natural gas power plant, the

Following the rehabilitation works planned

efficiency of which was relatively lower.

for İkizdere and Tercan power plants, the
company’s hydroelectric installed capacity is

On 30 January 2015, Zorlu Enerji obtained a
preliminary license for a 18

MW

expected to increase from 113 MW to 122 MW.

Solar Power

Plant (SPP) to be built in Konya, Region 1.

The Ashdod and Ramat Negev natural gas
cogeneration plants built by Zorlu Enerji in Israel

For wind power, preliminary license applications

were commissioned.

were filed with EMRA for the ultimate purpose
of obtaining a 49-year production license for
a total capacity of 523.5 MW as part of six
projects located in five regions.
A preliminary license application was made for
Alaşehir III GPP, which is planned to have an
installed capacity of 50

MW.

Ashdod Natural Gas Cogeneration Plant

For İkizdere HPP, the flow rate is planned
to be increased by rehabilitating current
structures without making additions. The license
amendment process has been completed in
Ramat Negev Natural Gas Cogeneration Plant

İkizdere HPP Plant

11
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01

RESPONSIBLE
MANAGEMENT

ZORLU ENERGY GROUP
13

Governance Structure
The Board of Directors of Zorlu Enerji
ve Elektrik Üretim A.Ş. is responsible for
corporate governance practices in line with
the company’s economic, environmental and
social performance; Chairman of the Board
of Directors and Chief Executive Officer
are different roles. The Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) of Zorlu Energy Group is fully
authorized and responsible for the management
and coordination of daily activities, to the
greatest extent possible. With this managerial
arrangement, the executive role has been
assigned to the CEO since the Board Chairman
is also the Co-Chairman of the Board of
Directors of Zorlu Holding. The Chairman of the
Board of Directors has no executive duties.
The Board of Directors consists of two
independent members, three non-executive
directors and two executive directors.
Independent Board Members meet the criteria
of independence defined in the Corporate
Governance Principles of the Capital Markets
Board (CMB), are selected from among
business community professionals and offer an

14
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objective and independent perspective in the

communicate, exchange informations and

decision-making process for company-related

represent their respective organization.

matters. Board Members are remunerated in
consideration of such factors as their duties,

Public Policy Development Activities

knowledge, skills and experience and the

At Zorlu Energy Group, employees and

time they spend for this role, in line with the

managers work hard to develop corporate

company’s remuneration policy. The Group’s

policies and strategies related to public policies

long-term goals are taken into consideration

and contribute to the efforts made in that

when determining the principles and criteria

direction; they also participate in meetings to

associated with the remuneration of Board

strengthen public relations and express opinion

Members and proposing their wages.

on relevant legislation and regulations. Group

Shareholders can contact the company directly

managers also contribute to the development

by using the contact form on the website which

of industrial policies as part of their duties

is managed by the Corporate Communications

within the energy, environment and climate

Department. Weekly Coordination Meetings

working groups of different platforms such as

are held so that representatives from all

TUSIAD (Turkish Industrialists’ and Businessmen’s

companies and bodies of the Group can

Association) etc.

15

Sustainability Management
A Sustainability

Since the first day of its foundation, the

becoming the first energy company to share its

operations of our Group have been based on

sustainability performance with all stakeholders.

the principle of sustainability, encompassing

Having published three sustainability reports in

its social, environmental and economic

accordance with the GRI reporting guidelines,

responsibilities towards its stakeholders. We

the Group launched efforts in March 2015 in

have been implementing our principles and

order to develop a comprehensive sustainability

so that the subjects

values on the level of global social responsibility

strategy, as part of which existing sustainability

covered in relation

since we signed the UN Global Compact

practices were assessed, a gap analysis was

Committee consisting
of managers from
different units of the
Group was created
in October 2015

to sustainability

during our foundation as part of Zorlu Holding in

made, strategies and goals were identified and

could be managed

2007. By signing this Compact, which is based

improvement actions were determined. In our

more effectively and

on respect for human rights and the environment,

strategy, sustainability goals and related actions

comprehensively,

creation of a healthy working environment, anti-

are divided into 5 main groups:

our sustainability

corruption, quality production and awareness

strategy could
be identified and

of social responsibility, we commit ourselves to
“being a good corporate citizen”.

leadership could
be provided for
the implementation
of actions and
realization of goals.

The companies whose shares
are traded under the BIST
100 Index at Borsa

Supply
Chain

Istanbul will be included

Employees

in the BIST Sustainability
Index as of October
2016. As part of
our sustainability
efforts,
Zorlu Enerji
voluntarily

Responsible

Customers

made an
application
to be evaluated
before that date.
Accordingly, the company was included in the

A Sustainability Committee consisting of managers

“List Of Companıes To Be Evaluated In 2016”

from different units of the Group was created in

announced by BIST in December 2015 and the

October 2015 so that the subjects covered in

evaluation process started.

relation to sustainability could be managed more
effectively and comprehensively, our sustainability

16

Enjoying a leader position in the industry

strategy could be identified and leadership could

with its sustainability performance, the Group

be provided for the implementation of actions

published its first sustainability report in 2011,

and realization of goals.
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The units represented on the Sustainability

Sustainability Policy

Committee play a major role in the follow

By investing in local, renewable and clean energy,

up and development of the goals and

we contribute to the reduction of the country’s

actions included in our sustainability

dependency on foreign energy. With a balanced

strategy and in the management of

portfolio, we ensure the continuity and reliability of

prioritized sustainability-related matters.

the energy supply.

The Committee is also responsible for
developing communication channels and

We abide by applicable laws and regulations and

tools that will help employees contribute to

follow ethical rules in all our activities.

sustainability efforts, as well as identifying
and evaluating risks and opportunities.

Stakeholder involvement matters to us; our inclusive
strategy ensures that stakeholder expectations are

The Sustainability Committee of Zorlu

given attention, mitigates risks and helps us build

Energy Group is chaired by the

long-term, lasting relationships. We inform the local

Environmental and Corporate Responsibility

people, civil society and all related stakeholders

Manager and gathers every 3 months with

about our investments and ensure their involvement.

the participation of a representative from

Besides prioritizing local employment, we contribute

each of the Human Resources, OHS and

to local development by responding to regional

Quality Management Systems, Accounting,

needs.

Purchasing, Investments, Electricity and
Natural Gas Trade, GAZDAŞ, Risk

We provide an appropriate working environment

Management, Internal Audit & Control and

and equal opportunities for our employees, who are

Legal departments and representatives of

our most important stakeholders, ensure their health

power plant managers.

and safety, and invest in their development.
We measure and evaluate the environmental and
social effects our investments on nature and our
cultural heritage, and take measures to reduce such
effects. As part of the fight against climate change,
we invest in high technology, improve our processes
and develop projects for energy efficiency.
We ensure that our customers have access to
electricity, natural gas and support services by
prioritizing customer satisfaction. We offer our
customers solutions for the sustainable use of energy.

G4 - 18
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Material Sustainability Topics

matters were compared against those covered

Intensive efforts were made during the reporting

in GRI’s “Sustainability-Related Matters for

period in order to identify the material topics of

the Industry” for Electricity Producers and

Zorlu Energy Group with respect to sustainability.

consolidated, as a result of which 23 subjects

Not only corporate strategic priorities but also

were identified for Zorlu Energy to handle on an

stakeholder feedback is taken into consideration

economic, environmental and social level.

while identifying material topics. Within this
framework, a series of materiality workshops

In the materiality workshops organized with

were held with senior management and

the participation of 91 stakeholder group

stakeholders. The aim of these workshops was

representatives in total:

to identify those sustainability-related matters

• Participants were informed about what

which are of strategic priority for the company
and to understand our stakeholders’ expectations

sustainability means and covers,
• Brief information was given about the

and the matters which they prioritized. Separate
workshops were organized for different

Group’s sustainability efforts,
• Sustainability priorities of each stakeholder

stakeholder groups including employees,

group and expectations from Zorlu Energy

suppliers, civil society, local communities and
customers in order to identify the matters which

were identified,
• Opinions and suggestions were heard about

were material for them. While determining the

how the Group could improve its

strategically significant topics for the Group,

performance in related matters.

sustainability-related priorities of
the senior management and the

Zorlu Energy Group Materiality Workshops

Sustainability Committee were

Stakeholder
Location Engagement
Group		 Channel

Number of
Participants

Sustainability

17

identified.

İstanbul

Workshop

These workshops and surveys both

Committee

served as the basis of this report

Senior

and helped to develop the Group’s

Management

sustainability strategy and shape its

Employees

İstanbul

Workshop

13

plans for the future, strengthening our

Employees

Kızıldere Workshop

15

efforts towards stakeholder dialogue.

Customers

İstanbul

Online survey		 9

Face - to - face 		 3

		interview&e-mail

18

The materiality analysis started

Local Com. and

with the identification of those

Local Administration

sustainability-related matters

Non-Governmental İstanbul

recommended by the main

Organizations

Alaşehir Workshop

14

Workshop		 9

sustainability guidelines (GRI-G4,

Suppliers

Kızıldere Workshop		 5

Electric Utilities Sector Supplement,

Suppliers

İstanbul

BIST Sustainability Index). Such

Total number of participants 		91
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Workshop		6
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Seven workshops, 3 face-to-face interviews and

to manage and then listed such matters in the

7 workshops, 3 face-

1 online questionnaire for senior management

order of significance, from the perspective of the

to-face interviews

were completed as part of materiality efforts. A

stakeholders they represented.

and 1 online
questionnaire for

total of 91 people participated in these activities.
During the workshops and interviews, 23

As a result of these efforts, matters of top

senior management

general and sector-specific sustainability-related

significance for the Group were prioritized after

were completed as

matters concerning Zorlu Energy Group were

being assessed individually from an economic,

part of materiality

communicated to participants, who, individually

environmental and social point of view, and

efforts. A total of 91

or in groups, selected those matters which they

a Materiality Matrix was developed for Zorlu

people participated

believed were important for Zorlu Energy Group

Energy Group.

in these activities.

High

Zorlu Energy Group Materiality Matrix

Production with Local and
Renewable Resources

Economic
Performance

Significance for Stakeholders

Stakeholder Engagement and
Local Development

Safe and
Sustainable Energy
Supply

Water Management

Risk Management
Waste
Management
Community
Investments
Supplier’s
Social and
Environmental
Compatibility

Emissions
Diversity, Equal
Opportunity and Anti-Discrimination
Inovation and R&D
Energy Efficiency

Occupational Health and Safety

Appropriate Working
Employee Development
Conditions
Ethics and Compliance-Related Efforts
Customer
Focus and Demand Management
Sustainable Supply Management
Countering Bribery

Low

Biodiversity

Investments For Environmental Protection

Significance for the Group

Low
G4 - 18

G4 - 24

G4 - 25

G4 - 26

G4 - 27

High
19

The Matrix has 2 axes: Strategic Significance

In the top right part of the table, there are matters

and Significance for Stakeholders. Matters

which affect the Group’s performance directly

of Strategic Significance were identified by

and greatly and hold greater significance for

consolidating the subjects of priority chosen

both stakeholders and the Group.

by the Senior Management and Sustainability
Committee; and matters of Significance for

Below is a table of Material Topics listed in the

Stakeholders were identified by consolidating

order of significance; such matters constitute titles

the subjects of priority chosen by Employees,

of the relevant sections of this report and the

Suppliers, Customers, Local Communities and

Group’s performance in these areas is detailed

Non-Governmental Organizations.

in the report by providing relevant data.

Zorlu Energy Material Topics
Sustainability
Area

Material Topics

Scope

Economic

Economic Performance

Zorlu Enerji Elektrik Üretim

Safe and Sustainable Energy Supply

Zorlu Enerji Elektrik Üretim

Risk Management

Zorlu Energy Group

Customer Focus and Demand

Zorlu Energy Group

Management
Environmental

Production with Local and Renewable

Zorlu Energy Group

Resources
Spending and Investments for

Zorlu Energy Group

Environmental Protection

Social

Energy Efficiency

Zorlu Energy Group

Emissions

Zorlu Enerji Elektrik Üretim+Zorlu Doğal

Occupational Health and Safety

Zorlu Energy Group

Employee Development

Zorlu Energy Group

Ethics and Compliance-Related Efforts

Zorlu Energy Group

Stakeholder Engagement and Local

Zorlu Energy Group

Development
Appropriate Working Conditions
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Zorlu Energy Group

G4 - 18
G4 - 24

G4 - 19
G4 - 25

G4 - 20
G4 - 26

G4 - 21
G4 - 27

Ethics and Compliance
Ethical Rules

Being aware of its responsibilities towards the

Zorlu Enerji Elektrik Üretim A.Ş. (Zorlu Energy)

country and the world in general, Zorlu Energy

conducts its operations in accordance with

Group follows its main principles in four basic

Zorlu Energy’s Code of Ethics, which has

areas while positioning itself in the globalizing

been developed by the Board of Directors

new world: human rights, professional life, the

and disclosed to the public via the company’s

environment and anti-corruption. The Company

website.

voluntarily signed the UN Global Compact,
affirming its strong dedication to such principles.

Zorlu Energy’s Code of Ethics covers

The Compact is a voluntary initiative that

Compliance, Confidentiality and Protection

matches fully with the corporate values of Zorlu

of Trade Secrets, Compliance with Corporate

Energy Group. The Group considers it a duty

Governance Principles, Employees,

to ensure that every principle of the Compact is

Responsibilities Towards Stakeholders,

followed within the organization.

Customer Relations, Relations with Competitors,
Social Responsibility and the Environment.

Zorlu Energy Group’s Corporate Principles

Zorlu Energy’s Code of Ethics is an essential set

Document, which is based on the UN Global

of rules which have been developed in order

Compact, regulates the conduct of Group

to regulate internal relations and the relations

companies and draws attention to business

of the Company and all employees with

ethics under the topics of anti-corruption and

customers, suppliers and other stakeholders,

respect for the environment and human rights.

improve quality of service, ensure efficient
utilization of resources and become more
effective in the prevention of unfair competition.
The Code of Ethics is an integral part of
Company policies, values and principles and
must be followed by all employees including the
Board of Directors, Committees and managers.
The ethical approach of Zorlu Energy Group is
founded not only on legal requirements but also
on public conscience, and all its operations
are developed and guided accordingly. Every
employee of the Group is strongly connected to
the organization, which supports social equity,
and contributes to production in line with these
principles.
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Risk Management
For adequate

The Risk Management Department of Zorlu

In risk assessment, risks are evaluated and

supervision of

Holding carries out the operations aimed

measured by their probability of occurrence

corporate risk

at early detection of those risks which may

and impact. Corporate Risk Management

management

compromise the existence, development and

is intended to be independent, continuous,

processes, a total of

continuity of Zorlu Energy Group companies,

proactive and dynamic so that risks which may

12 industry-specific

implementation of the necessary measures

present a hindrance to the Group’s pursuit of its

risk reports (6 in

for the risks identified and management of

objectives can be understood, measured and

such risks within a centralized structure. The

assessed by the company and the necessary

Corporate Risk Management applied by the

actions can be taken.

2014 and 6 in 2015)
were prepared
by the Corporate

Holding represents a framework or set of rules

Risk Management

which ensures that all events which may hinder

The Early Risk Detection Committee of Zorlu

the Holding and Holding companies from

Enerji Elektrik Üretim Anonim Şirketi, which has

achieving their goals are identified, evaluated

been operational since 18 February 2013,

and managed in a consistent, comprehensive

is also working to ensure compliance with

and economical way. Development of this

Article 378 of the Turkish Commercial Code,

framework was based on globally recognized

Law No. 6102, early detection of risks which

Corporate Risk Management bodies and

compromise the existence and continuity

standards such as COSO (Committee of

of relevant companies, implementation of

Sponsoring Organizations) and ISO 31000.

necessary measures and remedies, and

All risks which Zorlu Energy Group are

coordinated management of such risks.

exposed to are managed at a certain risk

For adequate supervision of corporate

tolerance level (risk appetite) by the Corporate

risk management processes, a total of 12

Risk Management framework, helping the

industry-specific risk reports (6 in 2014 and

Group realize its goals and targets. With this

6 in 2015) were prepared by the Corporate

approach, risks are not managed individually

Risk Management Department, submitted

but as a portfolio, with a comprehensive

to the Early Risk Detection Committee and

assessment in which the relationships between

then presented to the Board of Directors in

risks are taken into consideration.

accordance with the decisions taken by the

Department.

Committee upon review of such reports.
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External and internal risk factors are

As the effects of climate change on our country

The risk of “Climate

considered in the risk management efforts of

become apparent, it is better understood that

changes / Seasonal

the Corporate Risk Management Department

the energy sector needs to be restructured in

changes” is one of

of Zorlu Holding, helping the Group pursue its

order for Turkey’s climate policy to be effective.

the risks included

objectives and targets.

Until today, energy policies were focused

in Zorlu Energy

on supply safety; however, a shift of focus

Group’s risk

The risk of “Climate changes / Seasonal

started towards renewable energy when our

inventory.

changes” is one of the risks included in

country began to feel the impacts of climate

Zorlu Energy Group’s risk inventory, which

change. The distribution of Turkey’s installed

was prepared using the Corporate Risk

power shows that the share of renewable

Management framework to cover the most

energy resources is increasing day by day.

significant risks affecting the Group.

Having stepped up its investments in renewable
energy, Zorlu Energy Group aims to reach

Turkey is one of the exposed countries in

a level where the Group’s portfolio mainly

terms of the potential effects of global climate

consists of renewable energy resources. To this

change. Like the rest of the world, Turkey,

end, the Group has become Turkey’s greatest

which has a large surface area and different

investor in geothermal energy and continues

climatic regions, also frequently suffers from

to invest in other renewable energy resources.

meteorological and hydrological disasters,

With effective risk management, it is aimed to

draught and floods in particular, which have

turn operational, financial and environmental

an impact on the energy sector as well.

risks into opportunities.
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Stakeholder Dialogue
Stakeholders and
Communication Methods

Current Communıcatıon Methods
with Key Stakeholders

We describe our stakeholders as people and
organizations that are and will be affected

Employees

by our activities and may play a role in the

Employee satisfaction survey (annually)

Group’s success. Our key stakeholders are

Intranet section “I Have an Idea” (permanent)

those which maintain the highest level of

Sustainability survey (annually)

interaction with the Group in economic, social

Coordination meetings (monthly)

and environmental terms. At Zorlu Energy

Employee suggestion and complaint reporting

Group, we aim to make the benefits provided

mechanism (permanent)

to all key stakeholders sustainable, to ensure
Customers

sustainable growth.

Customer satisfaction surveys (every two years)
We conduct a Reputation Survey every two

Reputation survey (every three years)

years. With the Reputation Survey of 2015,

Website (permanent)

we reached large stakeholder groups including
our employees, current customers, potential

Public and Regulatory Bodies

customers, local communities, university

Consultation meetings (several times a year)

students and opinion leaders.

Conferences/Panel Discussions/Projects
(several times a year)

According to the results of this survey, the

Collaborations for legal regulations (permanent)

following has the greatest impact on the

Reputation survey (every three years)

reputation of Zorlu Enerji and should be used
intensively in communications:

Shareholders and Investors

• It is a pioneer that breaks new grounds in the

PDP Statements (permanent)
General Meeting of Shareholders (annually)

industry and its field.
• It is an organization/a company that makes
huge investments in Turkey and abroad.

Investor Relations e-mails (permanent)
Information exchange meetings (annually)

• It is the first company to seek advice about
Local Communities and Local Administrations

the industry that it operates in.

Informational meetings (several times a year)
While it holds a high reputation, Zorlu Enerji

Stakeholder engagement activities (several times

should work on and change the perception of

a year)

the following, by communicating its efforts in

Visits (several times a year)

these matters:

Social responsibility projects (permanent)

• Responsibility towards nature and

Stakeholder suggestion and complaint reporting
mechanism (permanent)

environmental sensitivity, and
• Taking future generations into consideration

Reputation survey (every three years)

in its growth policy.
24
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Press Members

NON-GOVERNMENTAL

SİVİL TOPLUM

Press meetings and press releases*

ORGANİZATİONS

KURULUŞLARI

Special interviews and briefings*
Press tours*
Reputation survey (every three years)

SUPPLIERS

LOCAL COMMUNITIES AND
LOCAL ADMINISTRATIONS

Financial Institutions
Discussions with the management and

CUSTOMERS
HİSSEDARLAR VE

relevant departments (permanent)
Informational meetings (several times

SHAREHOLDERS AND

a year)

INSTİTUTİONS

ENERGY

INVESTORSÇALIŞANLARIMIZ

Non-Governmental Organizations

FINANCIAL

ZORLU

YATIRIMCILAR

GROUP
PRESS MEMBERS

EMPLOYEES

Social responsibility projects (permanent)
Meetings (several times a year)
Reputation survey (every three years)

PUBLIC
REGULATORY
KAMUAND
VE DÜZENLEYİCİ
BODIES
KURUMLAR
STUDENTS/POTENTIAL
EMPLOYEES

Suppliers
Face-to-face interviews (permanent)

ACADEMICIANS

Audits (several times a year)
Trade fairs (several times a year)
E-mails (permanent)
Students/Potential Employees
Scientific organizations (several times a year)
R&D projects and technical tours (several times a

Although we have platforms which allow us

year)

to exchange opinions and information with

Visits to universities (several times a year)

each key stakeholder at least once every
year, stakeholder dialogue for sustainability

Academicians

is an area of improvement for us. In each

Scientific organizations (several times a year)

reporting period, we aim to further improve

R&D projects and technical tours (several times a

the existing platforms, create new channels

year)

of dialogue for external stakeholders and

Visits to universities (several times a year)

regularly seek the opinions and requests of
our stakeholders which are directly related to
our business in the context of sustainability.
We believe that the feedback so collected
will guide us in our future actions.

*As required by the PR plan
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Corporate Memberships
Capital CEO Club Member

Energy Traders Association, Member of the
Board of Directors

Climate Platform Leadership Group Member

DEIK (Foreign Economic Relations Board of Turkey)
Turkey-Japan Business Council, Executive Board Member

TUSIAD Energy Workshop
Member

DEIK Turkey-Israel Business Council, Vice President

TUSIAD Environmental
Working Group

DEIK Asia-Pacific Business Council (Turkey-Indonesia Business
Council), Member

TOBB (Turkish Union of
Chambers and Commodity
Exchanges) Energy
Assembly Member

DEIK African Business Council (Turkey-Kenya Business Council),
Member
DEIK Turkey-Pakistan Business Council, Vice President
SolarBaba Platform (NGO)

GAZBIR (Union of
Natural Gas Distribution
Companies), Member

GUNDER (Turkish Division of International Solar Energy Society)
PETFORM (Petroleum Platform Association), Member

Turkish Association of Cogeneration and Clean Energy
Technologies, Member

European Geothermal Energy Council (EGEC), Member

Turkish Association of
Quality, Member
Turkish Wind Energy Association (TWEA),
Member

Private Sector Volunteers Association, Volunteering
Ambassador

JESDER (Association of
Investors of Geothermal
Power Plants), Member of the
Board of Directors
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Association
of Corporate
Communications,
Member

International
Competition
and Technology
Association

World Energy Council,
Turkish National Committee

Economic Performance
A strong financial performance is required to

(Israel) power plant, which was appreciated by

be effective in energy safety, renewable energy

the equity method, as a result of which Zorlu

investments and energy efficiency. It is estimated

Energy’s EBITDA (Earnings Before Interest, Taxes,

that energy companies will be the largest and

Depreciation and Amortization) for the year

fastest-growing companies of Turkey in the next

2015 amounted to 280 million TRY, exceeding

5-10 years.

the targeted 205-235 million TRY range.

Our revenue increased by 27% from 636

At Zorlu Enerji, we are planning to implement

million TRY in 2013 to 807 million TRY in

sustainable projects which create added value

2014. In 2015, there was a 29% decrease

and support employment by focusing on local

compared to 2014, and our revenue amounted

and renewable resources by 2018 in order to

to 575 million TRY.

contribute to electricity supply safety and the
diversity of resources in Turkey. In 2016, we

The Group’s investment spending in 2015

will not only maintain our consistent growth

totaled 601 million TL. A large part of the

but also continue to generate value for all

investment spending was for Alaşehir I GPP,

key stakeholders. As we grow, so does the

Rotor II WPP and Kızıldere III GPP investments.

economic value that we create and share with
our stakeholders.

In addition to the increase in the Group’s
average electricity sales price; more focus was

In this reporting period, the rate of the economic

placed on renewable power plants with a

value of payments to suppliers was 43%.

higher profitability, sales were decreased for

As a result of government subsidies and

commercial electricity, which had a relatively

investment incentives, we benefited from a tax

lower profit margin, and there was a positive

relief of TRY 39,674,000 in 2014 and TRY

contribution of 18 million TRY from the Dorad

41,939,000 in 2015.

Economic Performance (Unit: TRY 1.000)

2013

2014

2015

Economic Value Created
and Distributed
Economic Value

Economic Value Generated (Net Revenues)

636,237

806,947

575,026

Operating expenses (Payments to suppliers, non-strategic

621,736

724,815

431,672

Distributed to

investments, royalties, and facilitation payments etc.)

Stakeholders

Benefit to government (tax etc.)

1,235

996

1,131

Benefit to investors/shareholders(dividends etc.)
Benefit to lenders/creditors (interest etc.)
Benefit to employees (salaries, social security etc.)
Benefit to community (donations, sponsoring etc.)
Economic value retained (profit)
Financial Assistance
Tax reliefs
Received from Government

0

0

0

330,502

421,595

449,679

7,129

9,024

5,562

971

1,145

543

-305,699

-224,448

-267,755

37,302

39,624

41,939
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Awards
In 2014, Zorlu Enerji stated its strategies

and utilization of local resources. Being

for climate change via the CDP Platform

Turkey’s largest geothermal power plant,

and became one of the 5 companies in the

Kızıldere II was also recognized internationally

10% band which had the highest scores in

for its technological and integrated

the Carbon Disclosure Leadership Index. It

infrastructure. The power plant became a

was also the only energy company to report

finalist in the “European Geothermal Innovation

voluntarily as part of the Carbon Disclosure

Award 2014” upon the European Geothermal

Project, be placed in the top ranks and receive

Energy Council’s evaluation based on such

the Carbon Disclosure Leadership award. Our

criteria as innovation, safety, original design,

company has received at least one award

low carbon emissions and improvements in

since 2010, when CDP, the only global

energy output.

reporting platform which investigates the role of
market mechanisms in the fight against climate

Zorlu Energy Group was presented with the

change, started to be used in Turkey; this is a

“Low Carbon Heroes” Award during the

strong indicator of the company’s success in

Istanbul Carbon Summit II organized on 2-3

this area.

April 2015 by the Sustainable Production and
Consumption Association (SPCA) and Energy
Efficiency Association (ENVER). Our practices
in carbon management, carbon markets and
the switch to clean energy technologies were
thus recognized and awarded.
The Group’s 2015 planner received the
“Golden Award” for its creative design, rich
content and original messages in the “brand
marketing materials” category of the Hermes

Zorlu Energy Group was granted two awards

Creativity Awards, which evaluated the world’s

in the International Energy and Environment

most creative and successful communication &

Fair and Conference (ICCI) 2014. Energy

marketing efforts.

Awards were presented to support the growth
and development of the energy sector and
recognize the services and contributions to the
industry; applying power plants and projects
were identified by a jury consisting of reputable
and competent industry members, who scored
the applicants based on predetermined,
measurable criteria. The projects were
evaluated according to such criteria as energy
efficiency, sustainability, social responsibility
28
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The Group’s 2015 planner received the

The 2013 Annual Report of Zorlu Enerji won

“Golden Award” for its creative design, rich

the “Golden Vision Award” in the Vision

content and original messages in the “brand

Awards Annual Reports Competition organized

marketing materials” category of the Hermes

by the League of American Communications

Creativity Awards, which evaluated the world’s

Professionals (LACP). The rich content, simple

most creative and successful communication &

but impressive language, creative design

marketing efforts.

and clear messages of the Annual Report of
Zorlu Enerji were greatly commended in the
competition, in which 1000 companies from
more than 20 countries were evaluated.

In the 5th Turkish Energy Summit, which brought
the leaders of the energy sector together, Zorlu
Enerji was granted the “Golden Voltage”
award thanks to its social responsibility
performance. Companies competed with, and
were awarded for, their social responsibility
projects at the Summit, which served as a
meeting platform for many local and foreign
companies from the
electricity, natural gas,
oil and LPG sectors.
Considering respect for
the environment and
people a basic value of
its way of doing business,
Zorlu Enerji was deemed
worthy of the Golden
Voltage Award based on
its success in applying its
consistent sustainability
policy in corporate social
responsibility projects.
29
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Safe and Sustainable Energy Supply
Electricity

Looking at the predictions for global energy

the reduction of energy density, use nuclear

markets for the next two decades, it is expected

technology for electricity generation, minimize

from renewable

that global energy demand will increase by

waste and the environmental impact of energy

resources will

an average of 1.4% annually, totaling 34%,

and develop a competitive energy system

quadruple and

between 2014 and 2035, primarily due to

that strengthens the country’s strategic position

the increase in population and gross national

in international energy trade, based on the

of the electricity

product around the world, and a significant part

principle of resource diversification in supplying

supply by 2035

of this increase is expected to be associated

end consumers with continuous, sustainable,

with developing countries. Since electricity

environment-friendly, high-quality and safe

generation has an important share in the

energy with minimum cost.

generation

make up one third

in global energy
market.

consumption of energy resources, it will play a
major role in the distribution of global energy

The Plan includes the following objectives for

resources. Electricity generation from renewable

electricity generation in 2015-2019:

resources will quadruple and make up one third

• Increasing the electricity generated from

of the electricity supply by 2035. Accordingly,

local coal to 60 billion kWh by the end of

it is expected that the share of coal will diminish

this period,

while that of renewable resources and natural

• As part of the plans to increase the share of

gas will increase within the distribution of

renewable energy resources within the

energy resources in the foreseeable future. This

primary energy and electricity supply,

will result in a more balanced and diversified

increasing the installed power based on

distribution of resources in electricity generation

renewable energy resources to 32,000

and the share of coal will fall from 43% in

for hydropower, 10,000

2014 to around 30% by 2035 while the rate

power, 700

of non-fossil fuels will rise to 45%.

3000

MW

MW

MW

MW

for wind

for geothermal energy,

for solar energy and 700

MW

for biomass energy,
In 2015, inefficient natural gas and fuel oilbased power plants were shut down and their
production licenses were terminated, resulting
in a 669

MW

decrease in the total installed

capacity of thermal power plants. A new

• Adding nuclear energy to the portfolio of
electricity production,
• Decreasing the share of natural gas-based
electricity generation in total production to
38% by the end of the planned period, and

“Strategic Plan for 2015-2019” was prepared

• Completing the privatization of thermal power

in 2014 by the Ministry of Energy and Natural

plants by the end of 2016, and reducing

Resources in order to maximize the utilization

the share of public institutions in total

of the country’s rich natural resources in line

electricity production to 20% by the end of

with the principles of sustainability in the mid-

the period.

and long-term. The Strategic Plan published on
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4 December 2014 is intended to maximize

The gross electricity production of Zorlu Enerji

the utilization of local and renewable energy

fell by 4% in 2015 compared to the previous

resources to the largest extent possible, support

year, reaching 2,393 GWh. Following the

ZORLU ENERGY GROUP SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2014 - 2015

9% increase in natural gas prices in October

Energy Group has also been active in the

We are committed to

2014, the capacity utilization rates of natural

Derivatives Exchange since October 2015.

becoming an industry
leader in renewable

gas power plants were reduced due to
increased production costs of natural gas

Serving end-users not only with its production

resources. Thanks to

power plants; production was also ended

portfolio but also by supplying customers with

our knowledge and

as of 1 October 2015 at the Kayseri natural

electricity from such markets, the Company

experience in the

gas power plant, the efficiency of which was

continues with pilot projects to monitor and

building and operation

relatively lower: these are the main reasons for

manage customers’ electricity instantly. With

of geothermal

the reduction in the gross electricity production

our remote meter monitoring project, our goal

and wind power

of Zorlu Enerji. On the other hand, efficiency

is to allow customers whose consumption

plants, we not only

was increased at Rotor I WPP following the

is above a certain level to access their

strengthen the supply

relocation of some turbines in 2014, production

consumption and other related technical

but also prevent

was improved thanks to increased precipitation

details (reactive power details etc.) online, as

carbon emissions by

in 2015 after a dry 2014, and the first stage

well as via their mobile devices.

using clean energy.

of Alaşehir 1 GPP was commissioned in
September, which limited the decrease in the
company’s electricity production.
Both the expected increase in demand for
electricity in Turkey in the foreseeable future
and the targets of Zorlu Energy Group related
to its customer portfolio in terms of volume
and quantity make reliable electricity supply
important for the future. Efforts are ongoing
to further strengthen our current electricity
production portfolio through new projects. In
particular, we are committed to becoming
an industry leader in renewable resources.
Thanks to our knowledge and experience in the
building and operation of geothermal and wind
power plants, we not only strengthen the supply
but also prevent carbon emissions by using
clean energy.
In addition to production, electricity has become
a commercial commodity which can be bought
and sold, in parallel with market conditions.
Playing an active role in different markets both
with financial and physical transactions, Zorlu
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Production with Local and
Renewable Resources
In the six regions that make up 85% of

Using domestically produced ejectors at

Turkey’s geography, Zorlu Energy Group is

Kızıldere II, Turkey’s highest-capacity single-

working for a sustainable future by using natural

facility geothermal power plant and at the

resources efficiently and the share of renewable

Alaşehir I geothermal power plant, which

energy projects in its production portfolio in

started commercial operations in the last quarter

Turkey reached 61% as of the end of 2015.

of the year, Zorlu Enerji became the first

Investments in geothermal, hydro, wind and

company to apply to the General Directorate

solar power are planned to be continued in the

of Renewable Energy and receive incentives

foreseeable future.

for domestic production of geothermal
energy.

Alaşehir I Geothermal Power Plant was built
and commissioned in a short period of time.

Zorlu Enerji will be the greatest contributor in

Equipped with advanced technology, the

Turkey to the realization of the targeted increase

power plant is located on an area of

for 2030 in the global installed geothermal

44,000

m2

including a large geothermal well

of 9 km2 and pipelines.

power capacity. The Group is working to be a
leader in Turkey not only in geothermal power
but also in solar energy.
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On 30 January 2015, Zorlu Enerji obtained a

Zorlu Energy’s only wind power plant in Turkey,

Zorlu Enerji will

preliminary license for an 18

Gökçedağ WPP is one of the four largest

be the greatest

Plant (SPP) to be built in Konya, Region 1.

wind power plants of Turkey with an installed

contributor in Turkey

Under the scope of B20, Zorlu Enerji prepared

capacity of 135

to the realization

a “Solar Energy Report” to draw attention

plant is being constructed by Zorlu Rüzgar,

of the targeted

to Turkey’s potential in solar power as part

wholly owned by Zorlu Enerji, in the Sarıtepe

increase for 2030 in

of its collaboration with BNEF (Bloomberg

and Demirciler regions of the Bahçe district

the global installed

New Energy Finance), one of the world’s few

of Osmaniye under the scope of the current

geothermal power

reputable specialist research organizations.

production licenses of Zorlu Rüzgar, and will

capacity.

Describing the renewable energy and solar

have an installed capacity of 80.3

power potential in Turkey and around the

Equipment selection and project financing was

world, the report also gives information about

completed in 2014 and construction work

the targets, new technologies, necessary steps

started in 2015; the power plant is planned to

and future vision related to this area.

be commissioned in the second half of 2016.

MW

Solar Power

MW.

Rotor II wind power

MW.

Zorlu Enerji has 7 hydropower plants in Turkey
and their total installed capacity is nearly
113

MW.

Following the rehabilitation works

planned for İkizdere and Tercan power plants,
the Company’s hydroelectric installed capacity
is expected to increase to 122

MW.
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Stakeholder Engagement and
Local Development
We organize
informational visits
and meetings for
the local people
in regions of

As a responsible global citizen, our Group

social effects of its activities in the regions

actively implements stakeholder engagement

where the power plants are located or in

activities in order to add value to the

regions of new investments are evaluated by

regions where it operates. Believing that

the local community living in such regions.

“our differences are our wealth”, we accept

Accordingly, we implement “stakeholder

investment, inform

the region which we invest in with its local

engagement activities” which allow local

our stakeholders

conditions; respect the culture, history and

communities to share their opinions and

traditions of the local community; and safeguard

suggestions with the Company. We organize

their interests. The majority of the managers

informational visits and meetings for the local

in the regions where we operate are selected

people in regions of investment, inform our

from among local people, which makes

stakeholders about the impacts of the investment

communication easier and helps to prevent

and develop mechanisms to hear opinions,

rights violations.

suggestions and complaints, thereby involving

about the impacts of
the investment and
develop mechanisms
to hear opinions,
suggestions and
complaints, thereby
involving all
stakeholders in the
project management
process.
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all stakeholders in the project management
We continue to add value to the society,

process.

environment and particularly children
through our social responsibility projects. In

Being a responsible investor, we also offer

all investment regions, we make a detailed

solutions for many different needs in addition to

analysis of potential social and economic

stakeholder engagement activities, particularly

impacts and identify opportunities before

the provision of basic infrastructure services such

making the investment, and focus on creating

as roads and drinking and irrigation water,

value for the region and its people since we are

improvement of common areas, renovation of

aware of our responsibilities towards the local

school buildings, technological support and

community and the environment. It is important

scholarship programs, all aimed at improving

for our Company that the environmental and

the quality of life of the local community.
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The Environmental and Social Impact Assessments

“Energy for Our Region” Project

which we had started for Gökçedağ Wind Power

As a responsible corporate citizen, Zorlu Energy Group

Plant continued with Sarıtepe and Demirciler Wind

considers it a duty to support local administrations of

Power Plants and Alaşehir and Kızıldere Geothermal

limited means in their efforts towards providing public

Power Plants in this reporting period. Before

services and improving the local community’s quality of

construction work was started for the projects,

life. To that end, the Group strives to create permanent

detailed information was provided about the power

and sustainable values through supply of drinking and

plants and the opinions and expectations of the

utility water to villages, construction of roads and sewage

local community were heard during informational

systems, sponsorship of local cultural and traditional events,

meetings which drew broad participation. Through

promotion, development and renovation of common areas,

Environmental and Social Impact Assessments, the

development of villages and sponsorship of amateur sports.

socio-economic conditions of the local communities
living in the regions of power plants were analyzed

Some of these efforts undertaken during the reporting

in detail; our environmental and social impacts

period include the following:

were identified and our stakeholders were informed

• Supply of Drinking and Utility Water,

about such impacts; their opinions, suggestions

• Cleaning and Maintenance of Irrigation Channels,

and requests were heard; and an environmental

• Construction of roads in villages,

and social management plan was developed and

• Support for sewage system projects,

launched in order to minimize our impacts. These

• Sponsorship for Buharkent Fresh Fig Festival,

efforts constitute the basis of our local development

• Sponsorship for Buharkent Camel Wrestling Festival,

projects, social investment programs and social

• Sponsorship for Sarayköy Agriculture Festival,

responsibility activities.

• Sponsorship for Sarayköy Camel Wrestling Festival,

Total social investments and expenditures (TRY)
2012 - 2013

1.146.000

2014 - 2015

3.106.166

• Sponsorship for Alaşehir Sultana Festival,
• Support for Information Technology Lab in Gazi
Secondary School, Sarayköy,
• Support for Repair and Maintenance of primary schools in
the villages of Alaşehir, Hasanbeyli, Bahçe,
• Sponsorship for Alluga Orient Rally Alaşehir Lap,
• Support for Wireless Relay Station to Local Security,
• Contribution to the Seed Storage Unit of the Botanical
Garden of Ege University,
• Sponsorship for the publication of the book titled “Manisa
Müzesi Heykeltıraşlık Eserleri”.
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Interview with Mehmet Erol,
Mayor of Buharkent, Aydın

What is the extent of your collaboration with
Zorlu Enerji? What kind of work did you do
together?
We have realized many projects in cooperation
with Zorlu Energy Group since I was elected
mayor on 1 June 2014, and we will continue
to do so.

Mehmet Erol
Mayor of Buharkent, Aydın

• Zorlu Energy Group, provides financial
support for our local events, “Fresh Fig
Culture and Art Festival” and “Camel

• Project “A Slam Dunk for Life” was realized

Wrestling Festivals” and actively takes part

and financed by Zorlu Energy Group.

in the organization program.

Launched in 2014 by our District

• The Group has given every type of support,

Governorship, with our Municipality and

and continues to do so, to provide the

Zorlu Energy Group involved as

necessary supplies for the “Buharkent

stakeholders, the Project is planned to

Vocational High School”, which is going to

continue until the end of 2017 and is

be opened in the educational year of

intended to popularize sports among

2016-2017.

underprivileged children to help them enjoy

• 35 students from our district, who pass the

their free time by doing sports and prevent

university entrance exam but have very

them from developing a tendency towards

limited financial means, are granted

crime.

scholarship by the Mehmet Zorlu
Foundation.
• Zorlu Enerji has a geothermal power plant

Could you briefly describe the effects of these
efforts on the society?

within the borders of our district and is going

These great activities and projects that we have

to open a new well in the neighborhood of

undertaken in collaboration with Zorlu Enerji

Savcıllı; it has been agreed in principle with

are appreciated by our citizens as well. Zorlu

the Company that the hot water from the

Holding has been providing these services,

well will be used for the heating of our

and will continue doing so, with the belief that

district, and the project is planned to be

it should pay the Society back for what it has

realized in 2018 or 2019.

earned the Group; our community is aware that

• Instead of cutting down the nearly 1000 fig

the Holding’s energy investments in our district

trees found in the area where the new

play a major role in the development of our

power plant will be constructed, the

district.

Company leveled the empty land allocated
by our Municipality, replanted the trees

There are many geothermal power companies

in this land and will transfer the trees to our

in different regions of Aydın. Yet, the people of

Municipality after tending them for 1 year.

Buharkent have recently come to think that we
are fortunate to have Zorlu Enerji in our region.
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What do you think about the social and

with the exemplary efforts that it makes in

environmental contributions of Zorlu Enerji?

our district, a fine example of which is given

Could you evaluate Zorlu Enerji as a

above in item 6. Aiming to serve the country

corporate citizen?

with its investments and activities, Zorlu Enerji

Nature is the most important heritage that we

is our stakeholder in every project that has

can leave behind for future generations. That’s

been or will be launched in our district with an

why both local administrations and private

awareness of environmental protection, social

enterprises should assume responsibility in

responsibility, development and creation of

raising environmental awareness, protecting

employment; I would like to take this opportunity

the bio-diversity of nature and preserving

to thank Mr. Ahmet Nazif ZORLU, Chairman

natural resources for a more livable world. In

of Zorlu Holding, and the Holding’s valuable

this sense, I believe that Zorlu Enerji is acting

employees on behalf of the people of my

with this awareness in all operations related

district.

to its investments and proves its respect for the
environment and, by extension, the people
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Energy for Our Children

Using digital media as well, the project aims to teach children

Launched by Zorlu Energy Group in 2010 and having

about energy in the best way possible by reaching them through

reached 180,000 children across Turkey in five years,
the “Energy for Our Children” project was aimed to teach
children the concepts of energy, energy resources, efficiency
and renewable energy in a process-based and entertaining
manner. The contents and activities in the project were
developed by getting support from specialist pedagogues and
energy and educational specialists.
The “Energy for Our Children” project was restructured in
the 2015-2016 school year and is currently implemented in
cooperation with Provincial Directorates of National Education
at 92 schools in a total of 7 cities. As part of the Project,
grade 3 and 4 students are educated with materials that are in
line with the school’s curriculum.
In the new school year, the project is enhanced with special
content and games prepared by pedagogues and energy
and educational specialists; and 10 thousand children benefit
from an entertaining educational process that encompasses the
entire year and is based on activities and games, under the
supervision of 527 class teachers at 92 schools.
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every medium. The website www.enerjimizcocuklaricin.com
not only offers a medium by which children can learn about
energy resources and important developments related to
energy, but also helps children with their homework and
projects about energy. The games in the site allow children to
learn about energy savings in a fun way and by competing
with each other. Also, the Green Dragon, mascot of Zorlu
Enerji trainings, continues to meet with children on Facebook.
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Energy for Education of Children
with Autism
It is estimated that autism affects 650,000 children in Turkey.
Tohum Turkey Autism Early Diagnosis and Education
Foundation is a pioneering institution that works to ensure
integration of children with autism with society through
special education and to spread such efforts across
the country. Endeavoring to fulfil its responsibilities as a
corporate citizen, Zorlu Energy Group has been supplying
energy for the Foundation for three years. Under the scope
of the project launched by Zorlu Energy Group with the
slogan “Energy for Education of Children with Autism”, in
addition to having been supplying electricity for the Tohum
Autism Foundation for three years, the Group participated in
the Istanbul Marathon on 16 November 2014 in order to
raise awareness for autism, raise funds for education, which
is the only method of management for autism, and turn each
step taken at the marathon for children with autism into a
scholarship budget for these children.
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Interview with Betül Selcen Özer,
General Manager of Tohum Autism Foundation

What is the extent of your collaboration with Zorlu Enerji?
What kind of work did you do together?
Tohum Autism Foundation has been breaking new ground
and implementing many different projects since 2003. The
most important of such efforts is probably our model school
established in 2006. The Private Tohum Foundation Special
Education School gave Turkey an exemplary, proven model

Betül Selcen Özer

of education that is specialized in autism, based on science

General Manager of Tohum Autism Foundation

and capable of following the developments around the world
in this area. Supervised by the Ministry of Education, our

methods, nearly half of these children can be integrated into

school has provided 1.257 children with autism with one-on-

society through an intensive education.

one education as of today, and a total of 707 children were
granted scholarships.

While the incidence of autism is increasing rapidly, the
awareness for this disorder is unfortunately very low at a

Our school relies on donations, and Zorlu Enerji is one of our

national level. In a survey titled “Individuals’ Perception and

greatest supporters. Thanks to Zorlu Enerji, which has been

Level of Knowledge for Autism in Turkey” which was held in

supplying electricity for our school since May 2013, we have

2015 by GfK Turkey for the Tohum Autism Foundation with

been able to provide more children with educational support

1237 people in 15 cities representing the 7 geographical

and use our resources more efficiently.

regions of Turkey, only 29% of the respondents answered that
they had heard about autism. 93% of those who answered that

Zorlu Enerji was also the first corporate organization to

they had heard about autism answered “no” to the question

participate in the Istanbul Marathon of 2014 in an effort to

“Do you know what the signs of autism are?”. Considering the

raise awareness for the subject. Zorlu Enerji employees and

fact that 4.5 million family members are affected by autism in

their families supported the campaign, the slogan of which

Turkey, all efforts towards raising awareness for autism and all

was “Energy for Children with Autism”, and the donation made

support provided to that end are invaluable.

by Zorlu Enerji was transferred to the scholarship fund for
children with autism.

What do you think about the social and environmental
contributions of Zorlu Enerji? Could you evaluate Zorlu

Could you briefly describe the effects of these efforts on the

Enerji as a corporate citizen?

society?

It is really important that Zorlu Enerji reports its social

Autism is a congenital developmental disorder which is usually

and environmental contributions and shares them with all

recognized within the first three years of life and its incidence

stakeholders in a transparent way. And given that Turkish

is increasing rapidly. Today, one in every 68 children is

companies have only recently started to publish sustainability

diagnosed with autism, in comparison to one in every 2500

reports, it appears as a very significant accomplishment to

children in 1985. Considering the incidence of autism and the

have been doing this since 2011 and sharing such reports

population projection made for Turkey, we realize that there

with stakeholders. I believe that Zorlu Enerji, which has

are nearly 352,000 autistic children and youth in the 0-18

broken new ground in the energy sector, sets an example

age group only who are awaiting education, healthcare and

with these efforts, not only for the companies in the same

social services. With early diagnosis and correct educational

sector but also for all other industries.
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Scholarship Program
Zorlu Energy Group offers scholarship opportunities to successful

A First in Turkey and in the World:
Project “Reach for Life”

university students of limited economic means living in its

Aiming to increase its competitive power through holistic

investment regions. The scholarship program was launched

social and environmental practices in addition to the

in 2009 to cover 82 students in a single city and has been

economic value that it creates, our Group supports the

extended since then, reaching 250 students from 6 cities in

“Reach for Life” project, which is conducted in the villages

2014 and 287 students from 7 cities by the end of 2015.

of Osmaniye, an investment site of the Group, and aimed to

2012 - 2013
2013 - 2014
2014 - 2015

165
250
287

give villagers first-aid training so that they can give proper
first aid until the arrival of healthcare professionals when
Scholarship students

necessary. Being the first of its kind both in Turkey and in the
world, Project “Reach for Life” was launched in cooperation

Scholarship students
Scholarship students

with the Provincial Health Directorate of Osmaniye; under
the scope of the project, educated and skilled individuals
selected from among inhabitants of the villages of Osmaniye
are given first aid training. Application was started in late
2015 for the project, which is planned to reach 102

Support for Sports
With the approach of a responsible investor, Zorlu Energy
Group supports local sports clubs in the regions where its
plants are located in order to promote sports among children
and youth. The sports clubs supported by the Group during
the reporting period include Manisa Alaşehir Belediyespor
Women’s Volleyball Team, Osmaniye Demirspor Women’s
Football and Volleyball Teams, Ovacık Ulaşspor Football
Club (Tunceli), Denizlispor Football Club and Tercan
Municipality Sports Club. In addition to the players of the
supported clubs, nearly 3000 children and youth can
engage in sports activities at summer and winter sports
schools and courses organized by these clubs.
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people in 14 villages which are out of ambulance access
distance in 20 minutes.

Project “A Slam Dunk for Life”
Launched in 2015 in Aydın, a geothermal investment site, the
social responsibility project called “A Slam Dunk for Life by the
Youth of Buharkent” is implemented as a collaboration between
Zorlu Energy Group, Buharkent Municipality and Buharkent
District Governorship, and is planned to last three years. By
supporting the “A Slam Dunk for Life” project, the Group helps
100 disadvantaged young people receive pedagogical, social
and cultural support every year, contributing to their social
integration and training of future professional athletes.
Developed to encourage the youth of the region to engage in
sports activities in their free time, use their energy for the right
purposes and take a more active part in social life, the “A Slam
Dunk for Life” project was successfully implemented for one year
in Buharkent, Aydın, which has a growing economy and a
young population. In this project, , participants receive training
in basketball, a sport which develops discipline and the ability
to think and act collectively, make fast decisions and apply them
as a team, adapt to the group’s and the society’s order and
control oneself to abide by rules.
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Environmental Protection Efforts
Zorlu Enerji ve

At Zorlu Energy Group, we are committed

Bursa natural gas power plants are located

to fulfilling our responsibility in building a

close to city centers while Lüleburgaz and Bursa

sustainable future as we make investments

Power Plants are located within Organized

that will ensure environmental protection and

Industrial Zones. Bursa, Yalova and Lüleburgaz

an ISO 14064-1

minimize the negative impact of climate change

power plants were evaluated to have a low

Greenhouse Gas

within the context of energy production. Support

environmental and social impact according to

Emissions Standard

of a low-carbon economy is an essential

national and international requirements, and

certificate.

component of our sustainability strategy.

relevant certificates are available which declare

Elektrik Üretim A.Ş.
is the only energy
company that holds

that an EIA is not required.
We manage all our operations and investments
within the framework of our environmental
policy and principles to use energy efficiently,

Total environmental investments and
expenditures (TRY)

control emissions and protect social values

2012 - 2013

1,202,513

including natural and cultural assets, for the

2014 - 2015

1,810,000

ultimate purpose of sustainable growth.
Our Group operates in accordance with

In 2015, our environmental investments and

integrated management systems that support

expenditures increased by 123% compared

our sustainability efforts, including the ISO

to 2014 due to such expenses as the Fig Tree

9001 Quality Management System, OHSAS

Transplantation Project for Kızıldere III GPP, EIA

18001 Occupational Health and Safety

reports, landscape repair plans and forestation.

Management System, ISO 27001 Information
Security Management System and ISO 14001

Environmental Policy

Environmental Management System. Pursuant

Zorlu Enerji believes that nature is a heritage

to these systems, internal and external audits

for future generations and, as part of its social

take place and annual employee trainings are

responsibility, operates within the framework

organized. In addition, Zorlu Enerji ve Elektrik

of an environmental management system that

Üretim A.Ş. is the only energy company that

is based on raising environmental awareness

holds an ISO 14064-1 Greenhouse Gas

and protecting the environment and natural

Emissions Standard certificate.

resources for a more livable world. Accordingly,
in all operations of Zorlu Enerji:

We regularly measure the impact of our

• Materials and technologies are selected to

activities on air and water quality, which

minimize negative environmental impact.

guarantees that the relevant values always
remain within legal limits.

• Optimum use of energy and natural resources
is ensured.
• Systems are developed to prevent

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) reports
are prepared and submitted to the Provincial
Directorates of Environment and Urbanization
prior to investments. Lüleburgaz, Yalova and
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contamination at the source.
• Wastes (solid, liquid and gaseous) are
controlled and disposed of with no harm to
the environment.

• Applicable national and international
legal regulations and legislation about the
environment are complied with.
• Employees and subcontractors are trained to
raise environmental awareness.
• Environmental impact analyses are made
for new investments; technologies which
can minimize such impact are used; and
environmental management plans are
prepared and implemented.
• Greenhouse gas emissions are reported,
monitored and managed in a transparent
way to reduce the impact of global climate
change.
• The company’s sustainability performance
is shared with stakeholders every two years
in a transparent way in accordance with GRI
(Global Reporting Initiative).
• Zorlu Holding is a participant of the UN
Global Compact and Zorlu Energy Group
annually shares its performance in this area
with its stakeholders in a transparent manner.
• It is the first Energy company in Turkey to
obtain a quality certificate. The Company has
an Integrated Management System and holds
TS/EN ISO 9001-2000, OHSAS 18001,
ISO 14001, ISO 27001 and ISO 14064-1
certificates.

Waste Management

accordance with the environmental legislation
and ISO 14001 Environmental Management
System. Hazardous wastes produced at our
plants include oils, contaminated packages,
contaminated waste, oily filters, fluorescent
materials, electronic waste and waste batteries
while non-hazardous wastes include paper,
cardboard, metals, plastics and aluminum.
Temporary storage areas are available at
our sites for the collection of hazardous
wastes in accordance with the Environmental
Management System and environmental
legislation. There are instructions as to how and
where the waste produced at power plants
should be transferred.
At geothermal power plants, hazardous wastes
are sold to licensed buyers for disposal or
recovery. A National Waste Transportation
Form is completed for the shipment of hazardous
wastes and relevant documents are submitted to
government agencies. Non-hazardous wastes
are recycled by Ministry-licensed recycling
companies or sold as scrap.
In 2015, a recycling storage area was built for
hazardous waste at Gökçedağ Wind Power
Plant to ensure that waste materials could be
stored temporarily before being delivered to a
recycling facility.

In the context of waste management, our priority
is to comply with legal requirements, prevent
production of waste, preserve natural resources
and dispose of waste without causing harm to
the environment.
At our plants, waste management is followed
up and waste disposal performance is
monitored on a monthly basis using charts in
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Habitat Management and
Biodiversity

The environmental impact assessment, impact

Environmental and social impact analyses and

and efforts towards the preservation of nature

risk assessments are made at international

carried out by Zorlu Energy Group in 2014

standards for the new investments planned by

and 2015 by going beyond national legal

the Group; investment decisions are reviewed

requirements include the following:

and investments are shaped accordingly.

• Environmental and Social Impact Assessments

mitigation and environmental protection efforts

and Management Plans for Kızıldere I, II, III
For all our investments, we go beyond legal
and administrative requirements, analyze
the environmental impact of our projects,
reduce their potential negative impact and
even develop and implement environmental

Thermophilum at Kızıldere I GPP
• Environmental and Social Impact Assessment
for Alaşehir GPP

management and investment plans and

• Biodiversity Surveys for İkizdere HPP

programs to create added value. Depending on

• Biodiversity Surveys for Tirebolu HPP (Investment

the results of environmental and social impact
assessments, we conduct detailed biodiversity
surveys, regular ornithological monitoring
and ecosystem assessments as required.
Due diligence is performed, monitoring and
intervention plans are created, active measures
are taken against habitat disintegration,
landscape repair plans are developed for
the investments when construction stage is
Bird Radar, Gökçedağ

GPPs
• Preservation Program for Heliotropium

completed and habitats are restored.

decision was cancelled as a result of the
Environmental and Social Impact Analysis.)
• Biodiversity Report for the Sami Soydam
Sandalcık Dam and HPP
• Bat and Bird Monitoring Program and Reports
for Gökçedağ WPP
• Bat and Bird Monitoring Program and Reports
for Sarıtepe and Demirciler WPPs
• Ecosystem Assessments for Sarıtepe and
Demirciler WPPs
• Fig Tree Transplantation Project for Kızıldere III
GPP
• Landscape Repair Plan and Habitat
Restoration for Alaşehir GPP
Turley’s first bird radar was installed at
Gökçedağ Wind Power Plant in 2011.
Thanks to this radar, which has been in
active operation since the spring of 2012,
the data from bird observation activities and
regular monitoring made sure that no bird
deaths occurred during the reporting period at
Gökçedağ Wind Power Plant as a result of the
plant’s operations.
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Transplantation Project
for Kızıldere III GPP

to identify alternative areas, and after a delay of nearly
1 year, a new site was determined for the power plant.

The License site of Kızıldere GPP is situated on the agricultural
land of Büyük Menderes Plain between Aydın and Denizli and

There were no olive groves in this alternative area, which

is the first and most important site of Turkey where geothermal

mainly consisted of old and unhealthy fig trees; necessary

resources are used for electricity production.

works were started after selection of this new site. Since it
was understood that the inclined land required the trees in the

Resources were secured to establish a 95.2

MW

geothermal

area to be removed for the construction of the power plant, a

power plant (Kızıldere III) within our Kızıldere license site.

technical assessment report was issued to transplant and keep

Assessments showed that the plant site fell on an agricultural

the healthy trees in February 2015. 933 healthy trees were

land of approximately 40 decares. Following an on-site

relocated in November 2015 and the transplantation works

survey, it was decided to reconsider the location of the plant

were completed by the end of December 2015.

site as required by the Group’s sustainability policy since half
of the said area consisted of an olive grove and there were

Protection and treatment works for these transplanted trees will

also healthy fig trees and vineyards. Efforts were accelerated

continue intensively in 2016 as well.
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Energy Efficiency

Efficiency Projects for Gökçedağ WPP:

At Zorlu Energy Group, we take the necessary
measures in all projects to contribute to national

Wind Boost Project (WB)

energy efficiency and minimize our emissions as

The Wind Boost project, which had been

part of climate protection efforts. Our technical

implemented for 31 turbines in 2013, was

and administrative processes are accredited

extended to cover 54 turbines in 2015. The

according to international standards; our

nominal capacity was increased from 2.5

operational and maintenance activities are

to 2.75

conducted to achieve energy efficiency, both for

gain of 12,507,653.47 kWh/year. (Annual

renewable energy and natural gas-based power

energy increase: 3.27%)

MW,

MW

resulting in an annual average

plants. This allows optimization of added value
per kWh.
Since energy efficiency and low-carbon
electricity production is one of the most important
measures for increasing energy safety, efforts
for energy efficiency also reduce emissions,
contributing to Climate Protection.
At Zorlu Energy Group, we ensure that our
plants operate with a high performance for
energy efficiency, reduce energy consumption
and achieve maximum performance in
processes with minimum energy by utilizing
waste heat. For all power plants and businesses,
we identify the means of taking such steps and
select our machinery and equipment accordingly
to serve these purposes. We aim to reduce the
number of starts and stops, use turbines more
efficiently and produce more electricity with less
input.
Total Energy Consumption
Indirect Energy

Electricity

kWh
Gj

Consumption
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2013

Direct Energy

Natural Gas

Sm3

Consumption

+ Diesel

Gj
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130,503,039

2014
119,335,642

2015
29,690,057

469,811

429,608

106,884

368,452,850

460,566,062

324,510,863

14,096,984

17,621,230

12,416,725

Relocation Project (12 WTG)

WIOM Project (Winter Ice Operation)

Since turbines T01-T12 at Gökçedağ WPP

Due to the plant’s high altitude, icing occurred

site (12 turbines) weren’t as efficient as

on turbine wings in winter and the heavy load

expected, these were relocated to more

caused by icing resulted in production losses.

productive areas where the wind was stronger.

With the WIOM project launched in 2013, a

Relocation of these turbines resulted in a gain of

software improvement was made for turbines

53,635,941.67 Kwh/year in 2015. (Annual

and such losses caused by icing were reduced

energy increase: 14.035%)

by 45%.

TPO (Turbine Pitch Optimization)
Project
It is aimed to increase annual electricity
production (by 1.0%) by making the necessary
improvements in the Turbine Rotor Blade Pitch
software. Necessary infrastructure work has been
completed for this project and commissioning is
planned for the first quarter of 2016.
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60% Savings from the Drivers
Installed on Pumps at Alaşehir GPP

Evaporative System for the Gas
Turbine

At Alaşehir Geothermal Power Plant, drivers were installed

At Bursa and Yalova Natural Gas Power Plants, evaporative

on 6 pump groups, which are called seal water pumps

cooler cores are used to ensure that the intake air is cooled

and used for stage cooling of injection pumps (these pumps

at optimum conditions for the Gas Turbine; this increases the

are used for reinjection of the geothermal fluid and have

combustion efficiency of the GT and results in more energy

a total power of 4.2

production with the same amount of fuel. This system works

MW),

as a result of which the hourly

consumption amount was reduced from a total of 90 kW to

on the principle of cooling the intake air and increasing the

38 kW and savings of nearly 60% were achieved.

output power in

MW.

Energy Losses in Transfer and Distribution
Losses of 2.5-5% on average may occur during the transfer of
electricity from the power plant to end consumers. Non-technical
energy losses are not included in this rate. Since the Kızıldere
Geothermal Power Plant is very close to the connection to the
national grid, energy losses associated with transfer and distribution
are negligible.
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Reduction of Emissions and
Climate Protection
According to the National Contribution

Important Steps in Climate Change:

As required by our

Declaration presented by Turkey to the UN

• In 2010, we joined the Carbon Disclosure

Sustainability Policy

Climate Secretariat during the United Nations

Project and have been disclosing our carbon

and Strategy and

Climate Change Conference (COP21) held

footprint to the public in a transparent way

as part of the fight

in Paris in December 2015, Turkey aimed to

annually since 2011. Issuing CDP reports

against climate

reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by 21% by

that include our corporate policies and

change, we invest

2030.

goals, our Group receives at least one

in high technology

award every year in Carbon Disclosure

and pay attention to

Leadership.

energy efficiency.

At Zorlu Energy Group, we are aware of
our responsibility as an energy company in
the fight against climate change, which is a
global problem, and we consider emission
management both a part of environmental
management and a means of increasing energy
efficiency and competitive power.

• Being the first Turkish energy company to
As required by our Sustainability Policy and

be certified for the ISO 14064-1 Greenhouse

Strategy and as part of the fight against climate

Gas Validation Standard, we regularly have

change, we invest in high technology and

the amounts and measurement methods of

pay attention to energy efficiency. We invest

our greenhouse gas emissions validated

in local, renewable and clean energy. With

during our efforts towards following up,

increased investment in renewable energy,

controlling and reducing the greenhouse gas

the share of renewable energy within our

emissions from our operations. Our Group’s

production portfolio in Turkey reached 61%.

natural gas power plants hold an ISO

We are working to be Turkey’s most effective

14064-1 Greenhouse gas calculation

and visionary actor capable of developing

certificate, which was issued in 2014.

technology in solar power, as we are in wind,

In line with the goals contained in our

hydro and geothermal power.

sustainability strategy, it is planned to start
applying the practices of the ISO 14064-1
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Verification
Standard for our geothermal power plants in
addition to natural gas plants.
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• With the signing of the United Nations

environmental and social impacts of renewable

Global Compact (UNGC), the values that we

and clean energy projects. With the Rotor II

have embraced from

WPP Project, it is expected to reduce CO2

the very foundation

emissions by nearly 100,000 tons, which will

of the Group have

guarantee transparency and credibility in the

gained a corporate

voluntary market and provide significant

character within

assurance in securing a high quality carbon

the framework of an

credit. Currently, Gökçedağ Wind Power Plant,

international commitment.

which has an installed capacity of 135 MW,
reduces its emissions by nearly the equivalent

• We are a signatory of the 2°C Declaration

of 302,675 tons of CO2 on an annual basis.

and a founding member of the Climate
Platform - Turkish
Corporate Leaders
• Zero Carbon Footprint Forests Project

Group on Climate

launched in 2012, and within the Project

Change.

saplings are planted in our investment regions
• Following Gökçedağ Wind Power Plant

Zorlu Energy Group

on a regular basis.

(WPP), the first major “Gold Standard”

• Our Greenhouse Gas Monitoring plans have

project of Turkey which is accredited by

been approved by the Ministry of Environment

Voluntary Carbon Markets, a “Gold Standard”

and we are aiming to submit our greenhouse

certificate was also obtained for the Sarıtepe

gas calculation reports to the Ministry in 2016.

Demirciler WPP (Rotor II WPP) project in

• At our natural gas power plants, Continuous

2015. The “Gold Standard” Certificate

Emission Measurement Systems are in place

obtained for Rotor II WPP, which is planned

for online measurement of our stack gas

to be commissioned in the second half of

emissions and increased traceability of stack

2016 with a total installed capacity of

gas emissions both by the Ministry and the

80.3

power plant.

MW,

is awarded in consideration of the

Zorlu Doğal

Zorlu Enerji Elektrik Üretim

Greenhouse Gas

662.247

Emissions

509.868

(CO2 Equivalent Tons)
359.834

473.800

312.003

188.445

2013
54

2014
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2015

2013

2014

2015

Zero Carbon Footprint Forests Project

human activities. In order to eliminate such carbon footprint

Combatting climate change is one of the important elements

from nature, saplings are planted in the number of trees

of our sustainability activities, and we are doing it on a micro
level with the Zero Carbon Footprint Forests Project.

corresponding to that footprint; certificates are given to the
producers of carbon footprint for their new saplings added to
the Zero Carbon Footprint Forests.

To raise awareness for Climate Change, we calculate the
carbon footprint of visitors who come to our stand at every
fair and summit that we participate in, as well as that of our
own stand, and do forestation work in return in the regions
where we operate.
A specially developed software is used to calculate the
carbon footprint of participants visiting our stand at the events
that our Group attends. Carbon footprint is measured in
units of carbon dioxide and represents the harm caused to
the environment by greenhouse gas emissions released by

The project was launched in
2012, and as of the end of 2015;

20.000 stakeholders
38.000 young trees
were planted.
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March 21 World Forestry Day
Activities as part of the Zero Carbon
Footprint Forests Project
Sapling Planting and Collaboration Event with

Knowledge Contest and Rewarding for

Local Stakeholders

Employees About Climate Change and the

Around each of our power plants located in 12 cities,

Importance and Sustainability of Carbon Sinks

saplings are planted on March 21 World Forestry Day

In order to raise awareness in Group employees on climate

with an organization attended by local stakeholders and

change and the importance of major carbon sinks and

local non-governmental organizations. The event is planned

forests; internal communication e-mails are prepared and sent

in such a way that an entire day is spent in nature, in a

to employees with detailed information on the subject and

festive atmosphere shared by power plant employees and

knowledge contests are organized. Employees giving correct

managers, local people, students from nearby schools and

answers in these

volunteers who are awarded for their efforts.

contests participate in
the sapling planting

After the planting, the operating manager of the power plant

event on March 21

hosting the event, presents information about the power

World Forestry Day as

plant, electricity production of Zorlu Energy Group and

a sign of recognition.

their environmental and social activities, and questions are

Gökçedağ WPP - Zero

answered. Students and children attending the event are

Carbon Footprint

presented with books about environment and energy as gifts.

Forests Project,
21 March 2015
Gökçedağ WPP
Forestation Event
(planting of 3,000
saplings)
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Water Management
Water is an important resource for the conduct

Lüleburgaz Power Plant to supply water for the

Within the scope of

of our Group operations. Particularly at natural

cooling tower at a maximum rate of 110 m3/

our Sustainability

gas power plants, natural gas and water are

hour. The output from the wastewater treatment

Strategy, actions

the primary input materials. In addition to

plant of Zorluteks is used to supply the power

have been identified

electricity generation, we also produce and sell

plant’s cooling water, without the need to use

to apply the ISO

steam as a byproduct at our power plants; we

natural resources directly. 15,033 and 10,153

14046 Water

produce additional energy by rotating turbines

tons of clean water were generated from the

Footprint system

with the same steam. Significant amounts of

wastewater recovery plant in 2014 and 2015,

primarily at our

water are consumed at power plants for steam

respectively; to be used in the process.

geothermal and
hydroelectric power

generation and cooling systems. Since water
is the primary input material in the steam cycle,

Water footprint determination works are

water consumption increases costs and water

planned for our power plants under the scope

savings are crucial.

of the Responsible Investment and Production

plants.

goal of our Sustainability Strategy. To that end,
Our natural gas power plant in Lüleburgaz

actions have been identified to apply the ISO

supplies steam for Zorluteks and other

14046 Water Footprint system primarily at our

factories in the vicinity and therefore has high

geothermal and hydroelectric power plants.

water consumption. Water is obtained from

With ISO 14046 system, water footprint per

underground water wells at this plant. Due to the

kWh will be calculated, action plans will be

current state of Ergene River Basin, Zorlu Enerji

developed to reduce such footprint and action

established a Waste Water Recovery Plant at its

plans will be deployed on a plant basis.
Participation in the CDP Water Program and
reporting accordingly is also included in our
strategic goals.

Erzincan Hydropower Plant
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03

RESPONSIBLE
EMPLOYEES

ZORLU ENERGY GROUP
59

Appropriate
Working Conditions
At Zorlu Energy Group, we aim

In 2010, we published the Corporate

to serve as a school that trains its

Principles Manual, which regulates the

energy specialists through R&D

relations of our employees with Group

activities and leading projects and

companies and other stakeholders, safeguards

reports in sustainability; and we

human rights and describes the rules of

act respectfully and fairly in our

conduct based on ethics, fairness and honesty.

relations with employees, who are

All employees are informed as part of their

our top stakeholders.

orientation process about our principles and
the rules covering the application of these
rules so that the Manual can be adopted
and internalized by all employees across the
Group. This Manual and its contents not only
enhance the loyalty of our existing employees
to the Group, but they also give assurance to

Employee Satisfaction Index (%)
Satisfied

Unsatisfied

new candidates who want to be a member of
our growing team.
In 2015, we held an Employee Satisfaction
Survey, which 583 employees who had
completed a period of at least six months

%36

at a Group company participated in. The
satisfaction index of Zorlu Energy Group was
%64

found to be 64% and its loyalty index 71%.
This represented a 10 point increase in the
satisfaction index and an 8 point increase in
the loyalty index, compared to the previous
survey held in 2013.

Employee Loyalty Index (%)
Loyal

Not Loyal

Our companies follow national laws and
regulations with respect to working hours.
Employees work for our common goals; use
of force or forced labor is out of the question.
Should they want to quit their job, employees

%29

are free to do so at the end of the legal period
granted to employers, by receiving all their
legal entitlements. There are no union activities
%71

at the Group although we have no operations
that may obstruct the freedom to unionization.
While special training wasn’t given to
employees during the reporting period
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specifically on human rights, employees are

• In 2014, the “Open Line” communication

informed about their rights and responsibilities

platform was opened on the corporate portal.

associated with their jobs as part of

Accessible to all employees, this platform

occupational health and safety trainings.

allows them to make a teleconference

Full-time employees have fringe benefits

or video-conference meeting with a human

including meals, shuttle service, private health

resources officer of their own choice.

insurance and staff discount for the products of

Company dinners are organized so that

Zorlu Group companies.

employees can socialize with each other

Internal Communication

outside of work. Celebration messages for
birthdays, marriages, new parents, Mothers’

Being a multi-location company, we take

Day and Women’s Day are published.

several measures to be equally close to all

• For social motivation, we encourage our

employees and increase their motivation,

employees to join the Volunteerism Platform

engagement and productivity:

and Social Club activities organized for all

• We meet with our employees at annual

employees of Zorlu Holding companies.

Human Resources Field Meetings. At these
meetings, the results of the employee loyalty
survey are announced and discussed. We
develop annual action plans by seeking the
opinions and suggestions of our employees.

Open Line
Communication Platform
61

A Fair Management
Approach

Our Group has no operations, which may

We offer all employees of our Group equal

pose a significant risk with respect to the use

opportunities from the time of their recruitment,

of child labor. Our companies do not employ

regardless of gender. The ratio of the average

individuals younger than 18 years and this rule

pay received by male employees to that

also applies for our suppliers.

of female employees is one. There is no
discrimination based on gender, religion,

Number of Employees by Gender
Total
Men
Women

language or race.

2013

140

735

875

2014

142

754

896

2015

136

731

867

Distribution of Employees by Age (%)
30 Years and Younger

30 - 50 Years

%6

50 Years and Older

%7

%6
%22

%30

2013

%25

2014

%64

2015

%71

%69

Distribution of Employees by Management Category (%)

62

Senior
Management

Mid-level
Management

Chief-level
Management

Specialists/
Engineers

Personnel

2013

%1.3

%5.1

%19

%26

%54

2014

%1.5

%4.2

%13.1

%26

%63.9

2015

%1.3

%4.7

%13.1

%13.8

%62.1
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Women make up 16% of total employment in

Directors is a woman. It is not because of the

our Group. The percentage of women in senior

Group’s preferences but entirely due to the

management is 2.2%.

nature of the sector that the share of female
employees is low in the Group. Women’s rate

One member of the seven-member Board of

of employment is low across the energy sector,
as is the case around the world.

Distribution of Female Employees in Management (%)
Senior
Management

Mid-level
Management

Chief-level
Management

Specialists/
Engineers

Personnel

2013

%1.4

%3.1

%18.1

%40.2

%37.2

2014

%1.4

%4.2

%17.6

%38.7

%38

2015

%2.2

%3.7

%17.6

%40.4

%36

Distribution of Female Employees in Management - 2015 (%)
Senior Management

Mid-level Management

Chief-level Management

Specialists/Engineers

Personnel

%2,2
%3,7

%36

%17.6

Zorlu Holding, which our Group is
a part of, believes in the equality
of men and women in every
realm of life and supports the
empowerment of women in society
and in professional and economic
life. Based on these principles,
the Holding endorsed the United

%40.4

Nations’ Women’s Empowerment
Principles in March 2015.
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Zorlu Holding,

Developed through a collaboration between

Local Employment

which our Group

the UN Global Compact and UN Women and

For our locations outside Istanbul, we try to

is a part of,

launched in 2010, the Women’s Empowerment

recruit from local candidates. Except for very

endorsed the United

Principles (WEPs) intend to ensure the existence

specific positions, it is the preference both of

Nations’ Women’s

and empowerment of women at all levels and

candidates and of the Company that recruitment

Empowerment

in all sectors of the economy and they globally

is done from local human resources. This is

Principles in March

represent one of the most significant initiatives

proven by the fact that the rate of employees

2015.

of the private sector in this area. The Principles

recruited from local communities is very high at

include:

our businesses.

• Establishing high-level corporate leadership
for gender equality,
• Treating all women and men fairly at

This policy is based on our belief that this
creates harmony amongst employees and our

work-respecting and supporting human rights

corporate responsibility for improving the quality

and non-discrimination,

of life in the regions where we operate. Below

• Ensuring the health, safety and well-being of
all women and men workers,

are some local recruitment rates for the regions
where our facilities are located.

• Promoting education, training and
professional development for women,
• Implementing enterprise development, supply
chain and marketing practices that empower

Yalova			%75

women,

Bursa			%76

• Promoting equality through community
initiatives and advocacy,
• Measuring and

Erzincan/Tercan HPP

%94

Tokat/Ataköy HPP		

%100

İkizdere 			%94

publicly reporting

Osmaniye 		

on progress to

Alaşehir			%38

achieve gender

Gazdaş/Tekirdağ		

equality.
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Lüleburgaz		 %100
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%83
%100

Employee Training and
Development
Training and Development

Technical Training (hours)

Our heavy investments in power plants

2013

16.687

2014

19.558

2015

15.522

require a qualified workforce. The increasing
investments in hydro, wind and solar power
and the electricity and natural gas distribution

Twenty potential
future managers
of the company
were included in a
9-month training

regions transferred to the private sector further

hours of training were given in total in 2015. In

increase the need for qualified workers in

2015, total training hours decreased by 17%

Turkey. Employment of qualified personnel is

compared to 2014 but the training hours of

one of the greatest issues in the sector.

women employees increased by 14%.

for Zorlu Energy Group, as in all fields of the

that the young members of our Group can be
trained and gain experience to provide many

program will
start with an
evaluation center

Female Male
Total
Total
time of number of average average
hours
hours
training trainees

particularly engineers, are a major requirement

offer them training and other opportunities so

program. The

and continue with

Employees with industrial experience,

sector. We select our personnel carefully and

and development

a comprehensive
training plan
ranging from

2013

16.913 561

7,83

21,68

2014

leadership and

20.292 655

8,08

23,59

2015

interview techniques

17.477 654

2,50

14,70

to finance and
energy law.

years of service to the Group.
We aim to select and realize a new project
On the other hand, the specialization of our

every year based on corporate needs. In

power plant staff has shifted from thermal

2015, our corporate competencies and

energy to renewable energy.

positions of priority were identified. The
Manager Development Program, preparations

When recruitment is done from within the

for which were completed in 2015, will be

Group for newly opened power plants,

launched in 2016. Twenty potential future

experienced staff members provide training to

managers of the company were included in a

their new colleagues.

9-month training and development program.
The program will start with an evaluation

For instance, 6 people were transferred from

center and continue with a comprehensive

Kızıldere GPP to Alaşehir GPP which started

training plan ranging from leadership and

operation at the end of 2014, and 80% of its

interview techniques to finance and energy

employees were from the other power plants

law. Participants will be asked to implement

whose operations ceased. In addition, 70%

three feasible projects in the medium term. We

of the new members of Alaşehir GPP received

believe that this program, which encompasses

training at Kızıldere II GPP.

succession, development and employee
engagement and which we consider to be

In 2014, our employees received 20,292

crucial, will be successful and we plan to

hours of training in total, including technical and

implement it with different groups every year.

personal development trainings, while 16,913
65

GAZDAŞ volunteers

Employee Volunteerism

As part of the activities organized on May

prepared a

The Human Resources principles of Zorlu Energy

2-11, 2014;

presentation titled

Group include supporting our employees in their

• In collaboration with the Hope for Children

“Green Dragon

volunteer efforts undertaken with an awareness

with Cancer Foundation (KAÇUV), activities

Environment and

of social responsibility and encouraging them

were organized with a total of 115 children

Natural Gas” and

not to compromise on the balance between

receiving cancer treatment in the oncology-

gave information

their professional and private life. Accordingly,

hematology clinics of Şişli Etfal, Kanuni

to more than 2000

we support employee volunteers’ efforts and

Sultan Süleyman, Çapa and Cerrahpaşa

primary students

encourage the expansion of teams of volunteers.

School of Medicine hospitals as part of the

at their schools in

Creation of teams of volunteers and development

Spring Gifts project. Volunteers arranged an

Eastern Thrace and

of their efforts across Zorlu Holding is a

entertaining and instructional balloon

Gaziantep about the

requirement of our Sustainability Strategy.

workshop in appropriate areas of the

role of natural gas,

Our voluntary efforts during the Reporting Period

children’s wards and prepared small gift

a clean, economical

include:

packages that included some items needed

and environment-

during their treatment.

friendly fuel, in our

Employee Volunteerism Week

lives.

Activities

volunteers prepared a presentation titled

Volunteers from Zorlu Energy Group Head

“Green Dragon Environment and Natural

Office and GAZDAŞ regularly take part in

Gas” under the scope of the “Energy for

the Give&Gain Employee Volunteerism Week

Our Children” project and gave information

activities organized by the Private Sector

to 2181 primary students at 10 schools

Volunteers Association (OSGD).

in Eastern Thrace and Gaziantep about the

• As part of the same event, GAZDAŞ

role of natural gas, a clean, economical
and environment-friendly fuel, in our lives.
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During the Give&Gain Employee Volunteerism

On behalf of each employee running the 37th

Employees ran at the

Week activities organized on 2-10 May

Istanbul Marathon on 15 November 2015,

Istanbul Marathon

2015, 50 GAZDAŞ volunteers reached 10

the Group also made donations to the Tüvana

in November 2014

primary schools in different cities of Turkey with

Foundation for Children Eager for Education

and November

the Green Dragon projects and awareness-

(TOÇEV). To contribute to the education

2015 in order to

raising presentations about the Environment and

of children, 21 volunteers prepared for the

raise funds and

Natural Gas. On June 5, World Environment

Marathon with periodic trainings starting from

support increasing

Day, 24 GAZDAŞ volunteers addressed

October and helped to raise awareness for

awareness for

2414 students in Gaziantep, Edirne, Kırklareli,

TOÇEV with their t-shirts and other items they

the Tohum Autism

Tekirdağ and Lüleburgaz and talked about the

wore during the race. Our Group’s donation to

Foundation and

value of using clean, efficient energy.

TOÇEV was enough to support 13 students for

TOÇEV respectively.

an entire school year. TOÇEV offers financial
and moral support to those children who are
willing to get an education but unable to do
so, or are forced to work due to the limited
financial means of their families, during their
entire education.

Our Employees Run at the Istanbul
Marathon
Under the scope of the “Energy for Education
of Children with Autism” project, 6 employees
ran at the 36th Istanbul Marathon on 16
November 2014 to raise funds for the
Tohum Autism Foundation and 34 employees
participated in the Marathon to raise awareness
for autism. Donations were made on behalf
of each employee running the Marathon for
the Foundation, for which we also supply free
electricity. The Tohum Autism Foundation is a
pioneer working for the social integration of
children with autism through education.
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Energy for Village Schools...
Zorlu Energy Group Volunteers have reached

Also in 2015, a campaign was organized to

nearly 1650 students from village schools in

help spread and develop preschool education,

Erzurum, Erzincan, Tunceli, Tokat, Rize and

as part of which all group employees

Kars since 2011 as part of the “Energy for

contributed either with the still usable toys at

Village Schools” project. Children received

their homes or with the new ones they bought

school supplies and clothes as gifts for their

and the toys so collected were delivered to 31

report cards, encouraging them to persevere for

nursery schools in 20 villages of the Arpaçay

greater success.

district of Kars.

In 2014 and 2015, a plan was developed for
the primary and secondary schools within the
boundaries of the region covered by the Çıldır
HPP license and within our impact area in order
to distribute winter clothes (gloves, scarves,
coats and socks) to the children attending these
schools. As part of these 2-year efforts, 10
Group employees were voluntarily involved
in all processes. 600 students from 7 village
schools benefited from these efforts.
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March 21 World Forestry Day
Activities
Every year on March 21, World Forestry Day,
a sapling planting event is organized in the
surroundings of one of the Group’s power
plants located in 12 different cities, with the
participation of local stakeholders and local
non-governmental organizations.
The event is planned in such a way that an
entire day is spent in nature, in a festive
atmosphere shared by power plant employees
and managers, local people, students from
nearby schools and volunteers who are
awarded for their efforts. As part of the Zero
Carbon Footprint Forests Project, the Sapling
Planting on 21 March 2015 took place
at Gökçedağ WPP with participation our
volunteer employees and TEMA Foundation
Osmaniye Volunteer Representatives.
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Hobby Clubs
Zorlu Energy Group opened Dance, Theater,
Nature Sports, Cooking and Photography
clubs in 2015 in order to enrich its working

Thirty members of the Nature Sports Club went

environment with a common life culture and

on a trip to Uludağ for a weekend to take skiing

help Group members to meet socially outside

and snowboarding courses.

of work.

Eight Dance Club members took Latin dance
courses from MyDream Dance Studio for
1 year.

A Cooking Club was opened and its activity
program was prepared.

Fifteen members of the Photography Club took
a basic photography course and organized a
The Theater Club has 14 members. Club
members received basic training from Celal
Kadri KINOĞLU and staged
Neil Simon’s “The Good
Doctor”, adapted from
Chekhov’s short stories,
at 15:00 on Saturday,
30 May 2015 at Kenter
Theater for the appreciation
of all Istanbul-based
employees and their spouses.
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photography tour to the Historical Peninsula.

I have been working at Zorlu Endüstriyel, a Zorlu Energy

I have been working at Zorlu Energy Group for 3 months.

Group company, since October 2008.

Since my very first day, I have felt that this Group values
its employees and makes them feel they are working in a

I think that it is a great opportunity for us, the employees, that

family-like environment. The trainings and other opportunities

Zorlu Energy Group is focusing and investing in renewable

offered by the Group to employees are very satisfactory. It

energy, which is a priority investment area in the industry.

is quite motivating to be working in such an environment.

Employees have the opportunity to gain experience in

In addition, I find the Group’s social responsibility projects

different projects thanks to the diversity of the types of energy

aimed at the development and education of the youth in the

in its production portfolio.

regions where it operates to be praiseworthy. I believe that,
thanks to such efforts, we contribute not only economically

Since my first day in the Company, our Group has been

but also socially to these regions; and investing in youth

carrying out social responsibility projects which show

means investing in the future of our country.

the value that it places on the environment, society and
particularly children, and endeavoring to ensure that its

Batuhan Pamir

employees internalize the same sense of responsibility.

Assistant Specialist, Mechanics
Kızıldere GPP

Activities such as the visits to village schools to present
children with winter clothes and books, all of which are
organized with the contribution of Group employees and
the management, give us the satisfaction of being a member
of a company that believes in social responsibility. I think
that the success of such social responsibility projects has a
direct impact on the company’s production and sustainability,
bringing us significant gains. I consider these efforts to be
motivational activities which boost corporate learning and
creativity for employees. I trust that Zorlu Energy Group
will successfully undertake many more social responsibility
projects that are in line with its energy policy and capable of
creating social impact.

Seher Kahraman
Manager, Mechanics
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Occupational Health and
Safety
At Zorlu Energy Group, we place the utmost

In the implementation of the TS 18001 OHS

significance on the health and safety of

Management system, the following materials

our employees within the framework of our

are prepared in accordance with the OHS

Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) Policy

policy and management system standard:

and OHS management system practices. There

• OHS Project Plan

are hazard identification and risk assessment

• OHS Procedures

practices in place at all our facilities.

• OHS instructions and forms.
Legal compliance charts are used to
ensure that all operations of Zorlu Enerji
are conducted in accordance with the
Occupational Health and Safety legislation,
and field managers are informed about any
changes in legislation and actions required to
be taken.
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Accident investigations and root cause analyses

Occupational

are made after occupational accidents to find

Health and Safety

out the real causes of incidents and accidents

committees are

and prevent them from reoccurring; reports so

available in all

prepared are submitted to senior management.

locations of Zorlu
Energy Group

Occupational Incidents and Lost Days
Number of
Number of
Number of
fatalities
occupational injuries
accidents

Number of
occupational
diseases

2013

3

4

-

-

38

2014

7

6

-

-

108

2015

3

4

-

-

48

Number of
days lost

companies.
Occupational Safety
Specialists, OnSite Physicians and
healthcare staff
provide their services
and risk analyses

Occupational Health and Safety committees

and emergency

are available in all locations of Zorlu Energy

plans are prepared

Group companies. Occupational Safety

by our teams at all

Specialists, On-Site Physicians and healthcare

businesses.

staff provide their services and risk analyses and
emergency plans are prepared by our teams
at all businesses. OHS staff representatives are
present at all sites and OHS training is provided
to all employees of subcontractors.
OHS Training Hours and increase
To ensure that risky tasks are handled under

rate by year (%)

safer conditions, there is a “Task Authorization
Procedure” in place and task authorization forms

13,218

are used before starting risky tasks. Accordingly,

%24

training has been given about task authorization

10,987

at locations. An average of 20 hours of basic

%131

Occupational Health and Safety training is
given per employee.
Occupational Health and Safety Trainings
Total OHS
training given
(hours)

OHS training
hours
(people/hour)

2013

4,646

5

2014

10,987

12

2015

13,218

15

4,646

2013

2014

2015
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There are no cases

Trainings such as emergency intervention,

Occupational Health and Safety training.

of occupational

fire fighting, working at heights, first aid and

Aiming to create healthy working

illnesses associated

behavior-based occupational safety trainings

environments, ZENEN has developed an

with our operations.

are offered.

Occupational Health and Safety Management

All employees

System and raised managerial awareness to

undergo regular

Employees undergo periodic medical

guarantee its sustainability. With Subcontractor

annual medical

examinations and tests at least once every

Specifications and plans, compliance of all

examinations and

year and are referred to relevant healthcare

subcontractors has been ensured with the

tests.

institutions in case of significant diagnoses.

Occupational Health and Safety Management

All employees are covered by private health

System, resulting in a healthy working

insurance.

environment.

The Zorlu Enerji “Emergency Management and

Occupational Accidents for Contractor

Intervention Procedure” has been prepared and

Employees

all locations are in the process of preparing

Number of
accidents for
subcontractors

Number of
days lost for
subcontractors

2013

13

1

2014

3

6

2015

9

116

their own specific emergency action plans in
accordance with the legislation. In accordance
with the emergency action plans, periodic drills
are done according to a scenario and periodic
hands-on fire-fighting trainings are given. All
employees have been informed about the
emergency management system.
There are no cases of occupational illnesses
associated with our operations. All employees
undergo regular annual medical examinations
and tests. Based on the results of such checks,
employees are referred to relevant healthcare
institutions in case of significant diagnoses.
All employees are covered by private health
insurance, which is paid for by the company.
Zorlu Endüstriyel (ZENEN) develops training
plans to cover both its own personnel
and that of subcontractors, focusing first
on inappropriate human behavior at its
project sites, and ensures that these plans
are implemented effectively. In this way,
all employees of subcontractors receive
74
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RESPONSIBLE SUPPLY
CHAIN

ZORLU ENERGY GROUP
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Supply Chain
Zorlu Energy Group conducts its purchasing

Supplier Profile

operations through centralized and local

We collaborate with a total of 5,453 domestic

purchasing organizations.

and foreign suppliers for the supply of materials
and services required by the Group.

The needs of Operations directorates and
projects are met through the relevant purchasing

The distribution of our suppliers by their location

organizations and bids are collected to find

around the world is as follows:

the most economical supplier. Suppliers

77% are from Turkey, 8% USA, 2% Far East

are evaluated based on their commercial

and 13% European countries

conditions, delivery date, technical competency
Types of our suppliers:

and social impact; and collaboration is made

80% Manufacturers, 10% Subcontractors, 10%

with those companies that are found to be
adequate in these respects.

Distributors

In particular, local suppliers are preferred for

Suppliers of the energy sector are typically

all routine purchases and services; suppliers for

capital-intensive. 30% of these suppliers are

other needs are selected according to the size

labor-intensive and 70% are capital-intensive

of the job, technological details and conditions.

manufacturer-suppliers. At Zorlu Energy Group,
we prefer to work with manufacturer-suppliers
for our purchases in order to optimize our costs.

Distribution of Our Suppliers by their Location
Turkey

Far East

USA

%13
%2
%8

%77
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Europe

Suppliers and Payments to Suppliers
Number of
Current Suppliers

Rate of Local
Suppliers (%)

Payments to
Suppliers (TRY)

Rate of payments to
Suppliers (%)

2014

5,120

20

670,502

24

2015

5,453

23

934,870

43

Our goals for 2017 include creation of a

at renewing our supplier evaluation processes,

Supplier Code of Conduct as part of the

are included in the Responsible Supply Chain

development of our Supplier Selection and

section of our Sustainability Strategy.

Evaluation system. We aim to make this
“Supplier Code of Conduct” an integral

There were no official complaints filed in

part of our supplier agreements and include

association with our Group’s supply chain

environmental and social criteria in our

in 2014 and 2015. No contracts were

supplier evaluation system. In addition, we are

terminated or orders cancelled due to any

planning to develop a supplier auditing system

practices related to Human Rights, corruption,

in the long term in order to perform regular

or labor/environment.

inspections at the sites of our suppliers, identify
their areas for improvements and encourage
them to undertake improvement efforts
accordingly. These practices, which are aimed
Types of Suppliers
Manufacturer

Contractor

Distributor

%10
%10

%80
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Contribution to Local
Economy
Our local supply practices mainly include
provision of services and operational materials.
Instead of calling for major tenders, we divide
the work into smaller parts, make it locally
procurable and thereby try to contribute to
the development of small local suppliers and
SMEs. In particular, we prefer to work with
local companies for the provision of services
such as transportation (shuttle buses), catering,
security and cleaning; we also prefer that
the employees of these companies are also
from the local community, and guide our
subcontractors accordingly. Meetings are
arranged with local suppliers, particularly at
operations directorates, to hear their problems
and suggestions and discuss ways of making
our collaboration more beneficial both for the
company and the suppliers. Local suppliers
are advised about how they can work on
their areas of improvement to do business in
line with the procurement principles of Zorlu
Group; they are encouraged to work with other
corporate businesses and provided guidance
to that end.
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We have been supplying welded steel pipes for 20 years
for the Natural Gas Distribution companies of Zorlu Energy
Group, and for 10 years for its geothermal power plants.
During our collaboration, we have observed Zorlu Energy
Group to act in line with Ethical Values at all stages of our
relationship, from the technical discussions before the supply
process and the bid collection to assessment of bids and
decision-making. Since representatives of Group companies
act in line with these values in their supplier relations and
ways of doing business, we, as a business partner of the
Group, can work more efficiently and effectively.
As we are also aware from the media, Zorlu Energy Group
offers countless benefits to the areas where it operates and
the group undertakes many social responsibility projects in
cooperation with non-governmental organizations to serve
local development.
During our collaboration, our company worked in mutual
interaction with Zorlu Energy Group and underwent a
significant change in parallel with the Group’s growth and
development.

Barış Özcan
Ümran Çelik Boru Sanayi A.Ş.
Domestic Sales Manager
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RESPONSIBLE
CUSTOMERS
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Customer Management
With our Electricity and Natural Gas sales

The number of our customers has increased

companies, we provide services to commercial

significantly due to the increased potential in

and individual customers in addition to

individual customers. The number of customers

industrial organizations from different sectors.

is expected to increase even more in the

Electricity Sales

upcoming periods, in line with our targets.

Being Zorlu Energy Group’s company in

Number of Customers
House Industry Commercial
Public
hold
Institutions

charge of electricity trade operations, Zorlu
Elektrik offers individuals and organizations the
opportunity to buy electricity at advantageous
and economical prices with different tariffs that
are specially set and provides many individual

2013
2014

738
269

80

2.824

73

2015 3,704

251

12,645

389

and corporate customers with a quality, secure
electricity supply. Our rapidly growing portfolio
of customers includes smaller customers such as
households and SMEs as well as large-scale

Customer Profile (Percentages %)
House Industry Commercial
Public
hold
Institutions

customers such as organized industrial zones,
automotive and heavy industry companies,
chain stores and hotels.

17,000

3,246
738
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%2

%75

%23

2014

%5

%2

%54

%1

2015

%19

%1

%67

%2

Amount of Electricity Sold to Our

Number of Customers

2013

2013

2015

Customers (Electricity Sales)
2013

2.16 billion kWh

2014

2.32 billion kWh

2015

2.21 billion kWh

Customer Satisfaction
Because we are the Group’s company that
affects its customers and customer satisfaction
is our top priority; we maintain close contact
with our customers and use their feedback
for continuous improvement. Customers can
contact us using our call center or the contact

Our collaboration with Zorlu Energy Group started in 2015

forms on our website to share their opinions

by constructing a co-generation facility in our production

and suggestions; we also hold a Satisfaction

area and by supplying steam from the facility. In addition,

Survey every 6 months so that they can let us

as İpek Kağıt, we began to buy electricity from Zorlu Energy.

know their satisfaction level, complaints and

With the project named “Direct Busbar”, our company, İpek

suggestions for areas of improvement.

Kağıt has a direct connect to Zorlu Energy’s Distribution
Busbar, therefore our company does not face the negative

We held 3 satisfaction surveys from the

impacts during power outages.

beginning of 2014 to the end of 2015. 241,
508 and 641 Zorlu Elektrik customers were

Since we started to work together, we have had the

contacted in the first, second and third surveys,

opportunity to observe Zorlu Energy Group’s community

respectively, and they were asked questions

and environment contributions with their renewable energy

to measure both their overall satisfaction level

investments. We also follow their social responsibility

and satisfaction by categories. In the customer

projects like “Energy for Our Children” with great interest

satisfaction survey held in August 2015,

and realized that they support development of the community

satisfaction levels were observed to rise in

in their investments’ regions.

many categories compared to the previous
survey. Satisfaction levels rose by 4 to 11% in

İlker Uçak

the categories of convenience of subscription

İpek Kağıt

and agreement procedures, affordability of

Electrical&Electronics Maintenance Manager

price and adequacy of payment options.
Satisfaction levels for these categories were
measured as 89%, 61% and 70% in the last
survey.
The Net Promoter Score method was used
to measure customers’ overall satisfaction
levels instead of relying on statement-based
responses to a single question. Commonly used
in satisfaction surveys, the NPS method allows
simultaneous measurement of the customers’
willingness to buy services again and their
probability of recommending the company
85

to others. Our net promoter score increased

Natural Gas Distribution

from 28.60 in 2014 to 59.17 in 2015. This

We are engaged in natural gas distribution

result shows us that a significant portion of our
customers will continue buying our services and
also recommend our services to others.
In addition, according to the feedback from
our call center, sales representatives and
dealerships, our customers’ level of satisfaction
with the services they receive has reached
4.5/5. According to the customer feedback
received through these channels, our areas for
improvement include the following:
• Timely receipt of bills by customers,
• Diversification of payment channels and
• More affordable prices.
We evaluated these matters with our relevant
departments and came up with effective
solutions.
Necessary arrangements have been started to
allow customers to make payment with credit
card on our online transactions portal, where
they can view their bills and consumption
amounts. With price diversification,
collaborations were made which drew
attention across the sector, and various
campaigns addressing different customer
segments and needs were launched, such as
the THY and Vestel product campaigns. By
rapidly increasing the number of our dealers,
we have improved our accessibility in different
regions.
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operations in 17 locations in Eastern
Thrace, Nizip (Gaziantep) and Kilis. New
settlements in the same regions have been
included in our natural gas distribution
license and project development and
construction works have been started for
these regions. Infrastructure has also been
completed for all potential customers, which
may request new subscription, except for
those from new regions.
According to current subscriber numbers, we
have reached a subscriber potential of 65%
in Eastern Thrace and 58% in the Gaziantep
region. We aim to increase this potential to
95% in the upcoming years for both regions.

Customer Satisfaction

valuable documents in a digital archive.

The efforts of GAZDAŞ towards improving

Expansion of our SCADA system to cover

customer satisfaction during the reporting

regional regulator stations has been completed.

period include:

The supply and system safety of our natural gas
distribution network has been maximized with

The Geographical Information System (GIS)

100 service points in Eastern Thrace and 60 in

project is implemented to offer a system that

the Gaziantep region.

stores address and as-built network information
related to gas distribution operations and

A maintenance and repair program has been

allows management of such information. In

launched. Being one of the most important

the reporting period, the GIS platform was

elements of our natural gas distribution

integrated to the Subscription Information

operations, the Emergency Intervention and

System, Maintenance & Repair Information

Maintenance & Repair business has been

System and Emergency 187 system; and field

streamlined for duration, quantity and cost.

operations such as meter reading, checks for

Subscribers’ domestic installation project

illegal use, etc. were also directed via the

approvals and gas activation transactions are

GIS platform. GIS data area is shared on the

done online via the Digital Project Approval

corporate intranet and made available to end-

System (DIPOS). Periodic checks have been

users.

started for the installations of those subscribers
currently using gas and system improvements

A project has also been launched for

have been made for these procedures. This

technological updates of the GIS platform.

allows our customers to be safe when using

As part of this project, the Project Wise

gas.

application (a spatial document management
system) has been deployed and all departments

Emergency 187 calls from the Eastern Thrace

of Gas Group companies are now using a

and Gaziantep regions were directed to

common workspace to share and manage their

a single center. We receive all reports;
complaints and suggestions at our center
located in Manisa and forward them to
relevant units.
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Customer reports were transferred to the

services:

electronic medium from paper. We follow up

- gas activation and deactivation,

and manage customer reports with central and

		 termination and notices
- SMS and electronic mails for bills

field application programs.

- SMS notifications for domestic installation,
A Customer Satisfaction Survey is held every

		 projects and gas activation

week by our Domestic Installation Department.

• Same-day checks for domestic installation

We make telephone calls to customers who
have been supplied with and started to use gas

projects
• Response time to annual appointment

and get their opinions about the service. We

requests has been decreased to an average

have conducted satisfaction surveys for more

of 1.3 days.

than 1000 subscribers in our entire region as of
today. We use survey results to track customer

All domestic natural gas produced in Eastern

satisfaction and the quality of business processes.

Thrace is supplied to consumers within our
distribution region, contributing to the national

Other efforts towards improving customer

economy. Natural gas sales and purchase

satisfaction include:

agreements are signed every year with public

• Campaigns are organized every year for

and private companies that produce natural gas.

splitting customers’ Connection and Security
Our Natural Gas Trade Company is not

Deposit payments into installments

directly engaged in natural gas production but

• Website update efforts have started

trades natural gas under its agreements with

depending on customer needs,
• Service speed has increased by switching
to the electronic medium for the following

production companies. 4.5% and 4% of the
total natural gas traded by our company in
2014 and 2015 (figures are given above),
respectively, was acquired from production
companies based in Turkey.

Our Customer Profile
Number of Customers
Household

Industry

Commercial

Public Institutions

2014

295,289

168

4,947

1,983

2015

328,962

211

6,926

2,164

Natural Gas Trade
Supplied with Natural Gas
Natural Gas Distribution
Operations (Sm3) (Number of Independent Sections )
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2014

1,876,299,871

871,090

2015

1,812,099,903

890,593
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We have prefered to use natural gas because it is

We have begun to use natural gas for space heating and

economically advantageous and healthy. We realized that it

water heating at home since 2014. Natural gas is now

has reduced air pollution in our region.

the best choice for cost savings, reliability and our comfort.
We are very pleased by attending behaviour shown by

Yakup Soyak

GAZDAŞ employees.

Owner of a coffee house, Kırklareli
Cevdet Avcı
Retiree, Kırklareli

Since 2011, we have started to use natural gas. Thanks
to Zorlu Energy Group, there is no more air pollution in
Gaziantep. In the past, we had difficulties in heating our
school. But now our education conditions for the teachers
and students have become more comfortable by using
natural gas.
Cumali Kılınç
Deputy Manager in a Primary School, Gaziantep
89

Performance Indicators

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

2014

2015

806,947

575,026

621,736

724,815

431,672

1,235

996

1,131

2013
Economic Value Created and Distributed (Unit: TRY 1.000)
Economic Value Generated (Net Revenues)

636,237

Economic Value Distributed to Stakeholders (Unit: TRY 1.000)
Operating expenses (Payments to suppliers, non-strategic
investments, royalties, and facilitation payments etc.)
Benefit to government (tax etc.)
Benefit to investors/shareholders(dividends etc.)
Benefit to lenders/creditors (interest etc.)
Benefit to employees (salaries, social security etc.)
Benefit to community (donations, sponsoring etc.)
Economic value retained (profit)

0

0

0

330,502

421,595

449,679

7,129

9,024

5,562

971

1,145

543

-305,699

-224,448

-267,755

Financial Assistance Received from Government (Unit: TRY 1.000)
Tax reliefs

37,302

39,624

41,939

SOCIAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
EMPLOYEES
Number of Employees by Gender and by Employment Type
Total

875

896

867

White Collar - Female

140

142

136

White Collar - Male

735

754

731

Head Office

191

185

Plants

705

682

Number of Employees by Location

Employees by Age (%)
Under 30

30%

22%

25%

From 30 to 50

64%

71%

69%

6%

7%

6%

Top Management

1.3%

1.5%

1.3%

Mid - Level Management

5.1%

4.2%

4.7%

Supervisory Management

19%

13.1%

13.1%

Specialist / Engineer

26%

26%

13.8%

Staff

54%

63.9%

62.1%

Above 50
Employees by Management Category (%)
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2013

2014

2015

Number of Employees of Other Groups
Foreign Employee

-

-

-

11

14

14

Top Management

1.4%

1.4%

2.2%

Mid - Level Management

3.1%

4.2%

3.7%

Supervisory Management

18.1%

17.6%

17.6%

Specialist / Engineer

40.2%

38.7%

40.4%

Staff

37.2%

38%

36%

17,477

20,292

16,913

Disabled Employee
Women Employees by Management Category (%)

TRAININGS
Total Training Hours
Average Hours Per Employee

20

23

20

2.5

8.1

7.8

14.7

25.4

21.7

Female

N/A

21

11

Male

N/A

95

80

Under 30

N/A

63

39

From 30 to 50

N/A

48

46

Above 50

N/A

5

6

Average Hours (Female)
Average Hours (Male)
Number of Newly Hired Employees

Employee Turnover Rate
Total Number of Employees Leaving

71

96

125%

Turnover Rate %*

%8

11%

14%

By Gender %
By Age

Female

9%

14%

Male

11%

15%

Under 30

20%

15%

8%

14%

10%

11%

From 30 to 50
Above 50

* Turnover Rate: The number of employees who leave the organization in the year/ Total number of employees
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2014
2013
Employees Eligible for Maternal Leave/ Taking Maternal Leave

2015

Female

11

9

16

Male

25

61

42

Total

36

70

58

Employees who Returned to their Jobs After Maternal Leave
Female

11

8

15

Male

25

61

42

Total

57
69
36
Employees who Returned to their Jobs and Worked for at Least 12 Months After Maternal Leave
Female

20

9

16

Male

7

61

42

Total

27

70

58

108

300

-

300

CONTRACTOR EMPLOYEES
Total Number of Work Days
Construction
Operation and Maintenance
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
Work Accidents, Occupational Ilnesses and Lost Days
Work Accidents

3

7

3

Injuries

4

6

4

-

-

-

Fatal Injuries
Occupational Ilnesses
Number of Lost Days

-

-

-

38

108

48

13

3

9

1

6

116

4,646

10,987

13,218

5

12

15

Contractor Employees-Accidents and Lost Days
Total Number of Accidents
Number of Lost Days
Occupational Health&Safety Trainings
Total Hours of OHSAS Trainings
Average Hour of OHSAS Trainings per Employee
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ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
2013

2014

2015

Energy Consumption
Indirect Energy Consumption
Electricity
Direct Energy Consumption
Natural Gas and Diesel

kWh 130,503,039 119,335,642 29,690,057
Gj
106,884
469,811
429,608
3
Sm 368,452,850 460,566,062 324,510,863
Gj 14,096,984 17,621,230 12,416,725

Carbon Emissions* (CO2 e Ton)
Zorlu Doğal

Direct Emissions

188,442

359,758

311,195

2.66

75.7

808

656,510

495,180

368,373

5,137

14,688

105,427

Indirect Emissions
Zorlu Enerji Elektrik Üretim

Direct Emissions
Indirect Emissions

Average Generation Efficiency of Thermal Plants (%)
Lüleburgaz

65%

74%

73%

Bursa

43%

41%

41%

Yalova

50%

70%

73%

2012 - 2013

2014 - 2015

1,202,513

1,810,000

2014

2015

4.1

3.3

Total Environmental Protection Investments (TRY)
WASTES
Total Waste by Type (ton)
Non-hazardous waste

Natural Gas Cogeneration PPs

(solid waste,etc)

HPPs,GPPs,WPPs

76.9

86.6

Total

81.0

89.9

Hazardous waste

Natural Gas Cogeneration PPs

2.0

6.8

HPPs,GPPs,WPPs

30.9

48.4

Total

32.9

52.2

Recycled Wastes (ton)
Paper, craft, plastic,

Natural Gas Cogeneration PPs

4.5

2.9

scrap metal

HPPs,GPPs,WPPs

1.2

3.8

Total

5.7

6.7

Natural Gas Cogeneration PPs

0.3

0.0

HPPs,GPPs,WPPs

18.3

24.8

Total

18.6

24.8

Waste Oil

Waste Recycled

Natural Gas Cogeneration PPs

0.0

0.0

for Energy Gain

HPPs,GPPs,WPPs

3.5

6.2

Total

3.5

6.2

* Emission data is based on CDP reports.
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GRI G4 Content Index
Zorlu Energy Group 2014-2015 Sustainability Report has
been prepared by using the GRI G4 Guidelines - Core option.

GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES
General Standard

Location

Disclosures

Page Numbers

ExternaL

& References

Assurance

2-3

No

STRATEGY AND ANALYSIS
G4-1

Message from Our Management

ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE
G4 - 3

About the Report

5

No

G4 - 4

Corporate Profile,Group Companies and Lines of

6-9

No

Business
G4 - 5

Contact Information

100

No

G4 - 6

Corporate Profile

6-7

No

Private group of incorporated

No

G4 - 7

companies
G4 - 8

Corporate Profile,Group Companies and Lines of

6-9

No

6 - 7, 27, 6

No

Business
Corporate Profile, Economic Performance,

G4 - 9

2015 Annual Report
G4 - 10

Corporate Profile, Appropiate Working Conditions

6 - 7, 62 - 63, 90 - 91

No

G4 - 10 - Sector Spesific

Performance Indicators

92

No

G4 - 11

Appropiate Working Conditions

60

No

G4 - 12

Supply Chain

78 - 81

No

G4 - 13

Group Companies and Lines of Business, Significant

8 - 11

No

Changes during the Reporting Period
G4 - 14

Ethics and Compliance, Risk Management

21 - 23

No

G4 - 15

Sustainability Management

16 - 21

No

G4 - 16

Memberships

26

No

EU1

Corporate Profile

6-7

No

EU2

Corporate Profile

6-7

No

EU3

Customer Management

84, 88

No

Not applicable. All distribution No

EU4

and transmission lines in Turkey
belong to TEDAŞ and TEİAŞ.
EU5

Not applicable. Zorlu Energy
Group is not subject to any
carbon-trading scheme.
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No

General Standard

Location

Disclosures

Page Numbers

ExternaL

& References

Assurance

IDENTIFIED MATERIAL ASPECTS AND BOUNDARIES
G4 - 17

Group Companies and Lines of Business 8 - 9

No

G4 - 18

About the Report, Sustainability

5, 16 - 20

No

Management
G4 - 19

Sustainability Management

20

No

G4 - 20

Sustainability Management

20

No

G4 - 21

Sustainability Management

20

No

The data for total number of employees in 2013 No

G4 - 22

was miscalculated in the previous report, then
it has been revised and restated in this report.
G4 - 23

Zorlu Energy Group’s material aspects and

No

boundaries , have been stated for the first time
in this report.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
G4 - 24

Sustainability Management, Stakeholder 18 - 20, 24 - 25

No

Dialogue
G4 - 25

Sustainability Management, Stakeholder 18 - 20, 24 - 25

No

Dialogue
G4 - 26

Sustainability Management, Stakeholder 18 - 20, 24 - 25

No

Dialogue
G4 - 27

Sustainability Management, Stakeholder 18 - 20, 24 - 25

No

Dialogue		
REPORT PROFILE
G4 - 28

About the Report

G4 - 29

5

No

Zorlu Energy’s2012-2013 Sustainability

No

Report was published on 18.09.2014.
G4 - 30

Biennially

No

100

No

G4 - 31

Contact Information

G4 - 32

About the Report, GRI G4 Content Index 5, 94 - 99

No

G4 - 33

GRI G4 Content Index		

94 - 99

No

Governance Structure, Sustainability

14 - 20

No

21

No

GOVERNANCE
G4 - 34

Management
ETHICS AND INTEGRITY
G4 - 56

Ethics and Compliance
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SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES
Management Approach

Location

(DMA) and Indicators

Page Numbers

ExternaL

& References

Assurance

23, 27

No

32 - 33,

No

CATEGORY: ECONOMIC
MATERIAL ASPECT: ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
G4 - DMA

Economic Performance, Risk Management, Safe
and Sustainable Energy Supply

G4 - DMA - Sector Spesific Safe and Sustainable Energy Supply, Power

G4 - EC1

Generation with Local and Renewable Resources,

34 - 35,

Energy Efficiency

50 - 51

Economic Performance, Stakeholder Engagement

27, 36 - 45

No

Message from Our Management, Risk Management,

2 - 3, 23,

No

and Local Development
G4 - EC2

Reduction of Emissions and Climate Protection

53 - 56

G4 - EC3

2015 Annual Report

128 - 129

No

G4 - EC4

Economic Performance

27

No

There is no difference in the entry

G4 - EC5

salaries of women and men
employees, it’s the same with
minimum wage or higher than the
minimum.
G4 - EC7

Stakeholder Engagement and Local Development

36 - 45

No

G4 - EC8

Economic Performance, Safe and Sustainable

27,32 - 33,

No

Energy Supply, Power Generation with Local and

34 - 35,

Renewable Resources, Stakeholder Engagement

36 - 45,

and Local Development, Environmental Protection

46 - 47

Efforts
EU10

Significant Changes during the Reporting Period

10 - 11

No

EU11

Performance Indicators

93

No

EU12

Energy Efficiency

52

No

32 - 33

No

MATERIAL ASPECT: SAFE AND SUSTAINABLE ENERGY SUPPLY
G4 - DMA - Sector Spesific Safe and Sustainable Energy Supply
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Management Approach

Location

(DMA) and Indicators

Page Numbers

ExternaL

& References

Assurance

27, 50 - 52, 53 - 56

No

CATEGORY: ENVIRONMENTAL
MATERIAL ASPECT: ENERGY
G4 - DMA

Economic Performance, Energy Efficiency, Reduction of
Emissions and Climate Protection

G4 - EN3

Energy Efficiency

50 - 52

No

G4 - EN6

Energy Efficiency

50 - 52

No

MATERIAL ASPECT: EMISSIONS
G4 - DMA

Reduction of Emissions and Climate Protection

53 - 56

No

G4 - EN15

Reduction of Emissions and Climate Protection

53 - 56, 93

No

G4 - EN15 - Sector Spesific

Performance Indicators

93

No

G4 - EN16

Reduction of Emissions and Climate Protection

53 - 56

No

G4 - EN16 - Sector Spesific

Performance Indicators

93

No

G4 - EN19

Reduction of Emissions and Climate Protection

53 - 56

No

MATERIAL ASPECT: ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION INVESTMENTS
G4-DMA

Environmental Protection Efforts

46 - 52

No

G4-EN31

Environmental Protection Efforts

46 - 52

No
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Management Approach

Location

(DMA) and Indicators

Page Numbers

ExternaL

& References

Assurance

60 - 64

No

CATEGORY: SOCIAL
SUB-CATEGORY: LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT WORK
MATERIAL ASPECT: DECENT WORK/EMPLOYMENT
Appropiate Working Conditions
G4 - DMA
G4 - LA1

Performance Indicators

90 - 92

No

EU17

Performance Indicators

90 - 92

No

EU18

Occupational Health and Safety

74

No

G4 - LA2

Appropiate Working Conditions

61

No

G4 - LA3

Performance Indicators

90 - 92

No

G4 - LA12

Appropiate Working Conditions

62 - 63

No

MATERIAL ASPECT: OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
Occupational Health and Safety
G4 - DMA

72 - 74

No

G4 - LA5

Percentage of total workforce

No

represented in occupational health
and safety committees is 100%.
G4 - LA6

Occupational Health and Safety

73

No

G4 - LA8

Occupational Health and Safety

60

No

MATERIAL ASPECT: TRAINING AND EDUCATION
Employee Training and Development
G4 - DMA

65

No

Employee Training and Development

65

No

Percentage of employees receiving

No

G4 - LA9
G4 - LA11

regular performance and career
development reviews is 100%.
SUB-CATEGORY: SOCIETY
MATERIAL ASPECT: LOCAL COMMUNITY
Stakeholder Engagement and Local Development
G4 - DMA

36 - 37

No

G4 - SO1

Stakeholder Engagement and Local Development

36 - 45

No

G4 - SO2

Stakeholder Engagement and Local Development

49

No

MATERIAL ASPECT: ANTI-CORRUPTION
Ethics and Compliance
G4-DMA

21

No

Ethics and Compliance

21

No

No incidents occurred.

No

G4-SO4
G4-SO5
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Management Approach

Location

(DMA) and Indicators

Page Numbers

ExternaL

& References

Assurance

SUB-CATEGORY: PRODUCT RESPONSIBILITY
MATERIAL ASPECT: CUSTOMER FOCUSING AND DEMAND MANAGEMENT
G4 - DMA

Safe and Sustainable Energy Supply, Customer

32, 33, 84, 88

No

32, 33, 84, 89

No

85-88

No

Management
G4 - DMA - Sector Spesific Safe and Sustainable Energy Supply, Customer
Management
G4 - PR5

Customer Management

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION (IFC) PERFORMANCE STANDARDS ON ENVIRONMENTAL
AND SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
IFC

IFC Performance Standards

PS 1 Assessment and Management of Environmental and
Social Risks and Impacts

In Our Report

Page No

Stakeholder Engagement and Local Development

36 - 45

Environmental Protection Efforts

46 - 52

		

Reduction of Emissions and Climate Protection

53 - 57

PS 2 Labor and Working Conditions

Appropiate Working Conditions

60 - 64

		

Occupational Health and Safety

72 - 75

PS 3 Resource Efficiency and Pollution Prevention

Environmental Protection Efforts

46 - 52

		

Reduction of Emissions and Climate Protection

53 57

PS 4 Community Health, Safety and Security

Stakeholder Engagement and Local Development

36 - 45

PS 5 Land Acquisition and Involuntary Resettlement

Stakeholder Engagement and Local Development

36 - 45

PS 6 Biodiversity Conservation and Sustainable Management

Environmental Protection Efforts

46 - 52

PS 7 Indigenous Peoples

Stakeholder Engagement and Local Development

36 - 45

PS 8 Cultural Heritage

Stakeholder Engagement and Local Development

36 - 45

of Living Natural Resources
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Contact Information
Zorlu Energy Group
Levent 199, Büyükdere Cad.
No: 199 Şişli 34394 İstanbul
T: +90 212 456 28 38
F: +90 212 422 00 99
Mrs. Esra Çakır
Manager, Corporate Communications
esra.cakir@zorlu.com
Mr. Tamer Soylu
Assistant Manager, Environment
and Corporate Responsibility
tamer.soylu@zorlu.com
Sustainability Consultant
Mikado Sustainable Development Consulting
T: +90 212 234 5151
http://www.mikadoconsulting.com/
Graphic Design
Nar Tasarım Evi
T: +90 533 395 55 59
nariletisim@yahoo.com
Cover and Seperators Design
PlanAD Works
T: +90 212 275 74 75
http://planad.eu/
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